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It's a Pfauter ...ID stock and available
today with these outstanding
features ...aU standard!

r3GE FANUC Series 15 eNC, with
universal-menu programming to
fully automate setup

I!f'FANUC D.igU.alAC servo drives
on an 5 axes. as well as FANUC
microprocessor-controlled hob
spindle drive system

_ Worktable with two-start double
worm and worm gear ,drive

r:!Hob bead with tangential slide.
including hydro-mechanical
clamping/unclamping of
hob head swivel

f!1"Quick-chao,ge hob arbor
clamping, including hydro-
mechanical clamping attachment
for outboard bearing support

Ilf'SmaU footprint design, including
attached-tank hydraulic and
recirculating lube system

!tHuUt and supported by American
Pfauter. conveniently located in
Rockford, Illinois U.S.A.

-

...And much more!
For the gear hobber you've always wanted,
call (81S) 282·3000
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See usat
AGMA Show
Roath #601

1351 Windsor Road
Loves Park, IL 61132.-2698 U.S.A.

LImited Paltneoop
Phone: 815-282-3000
Telefax: 815-282-3075
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In response to industry's demands
for higher production and accu-
racies, and as a result of the
successful introduction of our
Wafer concept for throw-away
tools. PMCT has developed the
Opti-Ga sh'" hob.
This hob. designed for a specific
production application. optimizes
the hob design for maximum
benefits in productivity and
generated gear geometry.
Until now, most hobs have been
designed with the minimum
num~ber of gashes to produce a
required gear tooth geometry cou-
pLed with the maximum number
of available resharpenings.
Today's high costs of operation
demand higher production rates
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See us at
AGMA Show
Boalh #601

of greater accuracy
fewer. more expensive
The Opti-Gash has been
developed to meet these demand-
ing and conflicting requirements.
Our engineers designed this hob
around a specific chip loud and
created a tool having an optimum
number of gashes at a diameter
and length to suit the machine
capability and part requirement.
The result is a hob which will
produce a high degree of form
accuracy - and a machine cutting
load generating low-spindle
torques - producing as a conse-
quence the highest possible lead
and index accuracy.
The low chip-load, high-quality
too] steel and coatings, along with

efficient cutting geometry result
in higher cutting rates and many
more pieces per sharpening than
with conventional solid or
segmental hobs,
The resulting reduction in machine
change-over time. resharpening
and recoating costs more than
compensates for the reduced
number of available sharpenings.
Accuracy'? The Opti-Ga ....h is
available in all accuracy c1asses-
better than AA DIN or AGMA
standards if required. For a spe-
cific proposal on an Opti-Gash
hob for your application. send
full part and machine data to your
local representative or contact
the PMCT sales engineer for
your area.

P'auter-Maag Cutting Tools
Limited Partnership

1351 Windsor Road, P.O. Box 2950, Loves Park, IL 61132-2950 USA
Telephone 815-877-8900 • FAX 815-877-0264
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Upfor quality
Most of the universal CNC gear Inspection systems sold in the
U.S. come from M&M Precision Systems. More [han all our
competitors combined.
Why?
Because M&M systems give you the strangest competitive
advantage.
How?
Consider these three examples:

-... r inspectlonl
Once your part IS an an M & M machine, the computer screen
prompts yau to enter specificatians. Then you teli it what rea-
turesyou want to analyze. and the machine Inspects the part.
The next time, all you do is enter the part number. irs that easy.

Mo,. capallillty
You get true rnotJust theoretical) index, lead and invotute testing
using interactive Generative Metrology techniques. The inspec-
tion a' blanks and cuning tools as well as gears. SPC and cunlng
1001software. And the ability to inspect gear surface finish, spiral
,bevel and hYPOld gears, worms, Involute scrolls, and maleJfemale
helical rotor vanes.Belter..... icallaup,port, a serVice
Youll get a chOICe of standard-or custom engineered packages
with specific application software. And M&M programs are
always written in English to aVOId problems with translations
or cultural differences. Soyou'll aVOId clashes between your
American results approach and other countries' process
approaCh.

Get all the fast rree facts in [he IO-page M&M Universal
CNC Gear Inspection Systemsbrochure. Call 513/859-8273.

Or Fax 51'3/859-4452 ~ocIay.
And put your quality in gear.

- .M&M ,PRECISiaN
SYSTEMS QJlyxJratiran

AN ACME·CLEVELAND COMPANY
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bridles * buckles .. horsehair

bits * books * belts .. bolos

chaps .. spurs .. saddles

9929 Venice Blvd,
Los Angeles, CA 90034

(31m 202·90IO.HI !lJPOlmIBNT
fAI Gum 2.02-13-10"* westerncollectables.
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23461 Industrial Park Drive. Farmington Hills, MI 48335
313/474-8200 FAX 313/474-9518

"Come se'e us at AG,MA Geair Expo., IBooth #5011.'"
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When you're laced I al gea~= I

'5 only ,one
-11d'ngl hallenge,
'10 tal.

Making
the perfect
gear In the
shortest in-
process time is
a lot harder than
it sounds.

And it's harder when
gear hobbing and shapLng
machines, bevel gear cutting.
lapping and hardening machines. gear
grtndfng machines and testers come from differ-
ent sources.

So, we decided to make it simpler for gear makers to
obtain optimum gear manufacturing capability.

Wodd class CNC gear production and inspection
machines-plus standard and special tools-all from ODe
source. For all types of gears ..

@ -CNC spLral bevel
gear cuttlng,

__ grtnding and
KUNGELNBERG, lapping
-CNC worm- and thread-gnndtng
oCNC gear measuring c..nte ..

(313) 429-7225

a strong
rtnership

gearing tech-
that bring

the rich process ex-
pertise offour top gear

machJne tool companies
to your plant floor.

Together. we offerTotalPracess
Control for gear making. From help-

ing you develop an optimum gear design and
selecting the best productlon process to creating agUe
gear manufacturing systems. And service to keep you
up and running.

The number to call is 313.429.7225. That's Ltebherr,
SaUne, Michigan-your point of contact with the world-
wide Sigma Pool of gear technology.

ItORENZ
IEnLiNGEN "eNC gear ehaping

"'Tools for shaping

, '~~;;P";!8&
TEe H ~ 0 L 0 0 y

'CNC gear hobbtng and gear grtndlng
'Materlal handling technology
'Flexlble manufacturing cells and
syatems -

SIGMALPOOL

,CNC sptral bevel gear lapplng_ grlndLng
W'!d testing -

oCNC gear grinding

THE WORLDWIDE GEARING PARTNERSH1P
See us at Gear Expo '93 • Booth 142
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GMI-KANZAKI
For Maximum

HAS EVEN
Profitability

MORE OPTIONS

Thai's whV
GMI·Kanzaki is
the premier
choice when
making crucial
decisions about
gear finishingl
,equipment.

MI-I(anzaki delivers everything you expect

from a world class gear finishing rnacnine
producer. They deliver outstanding design

and rugged construction tor cons istent high

quality production and longer tool life, They

deliver superior technical support to ensure

minimal set up and peak performance. They

also deliver something you don't take for

granted", leading edg.e technology,

This sophisticated equipment offers

optimal performance and accuracy, resultingl

in increased shop profitability.

When your success is dependent upon

your choice of major equipment, settle for

nothing less than GMI-Kanzaki. With GMI-

Kanzaki, gear finishing; equipment is one

thing you won't have to spend precious time

managing, Their leading edge technology

puts you out in front.. , and keeps you there!

THE AUTO LOADER AIND GAUGING ,oPTION I

An example of this leading edge techno/Of}Y is the Auto Loader and
Gauging option for the GFB-250 hard gear finishing machine.
This technology enables the machine to automa.tically load and unload
gears, and to introduce dressing as needed, saving latxx costs
and maintaining accumcy,

And auto gauging ensures finished gears are within tolerances.
If noG the auto dressing function implements modifications to guamntee
subsequentpieces alB meeting specifications.

..._..,...,..,•..
". "

. '~ .,' .

\.;..~.".....i
See us at

.AGMASh.ow
Booth #4'01

- -

GMI-Kanzaki gives you the edge to emerge as a major player in a world economy.

GMI-KANZAKI
6708 Ivandale Rd.
P,O. Box 31038
Independence, OH 44131
Phone (216) '642-0230 FAX (216) 642-0231
CIRCI..E A-4 011 READER REPI..Y CAIRD

GMI-ICANZAIO
AI the CuttIng Edge!



It's Sti II the Economy,
Stupid!

o wo item of interest have cro s-
ed my desk: in the last couple of

on it, our future is threatened.
Till, of coun e, IS no longer hot

week .. One of them is a copy of news, Politicians of every stripe have
a speech by Harry E. Figge, Jr., been giving Up-service to the notion

Chairman and CEO of Figge, lnterna- for month now, Unfortunately, that'
tional Inc., and the other is an article by about alii they've been doing. Now that
Peter Brimelow in the July 19, 1993, the elections are over and the Beltway

them that The Is ue i , indeed. the
economy, stupid. W,e have to threaten
to throw out every rascal who. refu esjo
addre s the deficit aggres ively, and
then do so at the first opportunity.

And we have to realign our own
thinking. We have to unlearn the pretty

issue of Forbes. The two items are di- jobs are safe for another t 8 months or myth we bought into in the 1960s when
rectly related to one another, the longer, the brave new leader hip that LyndonJohn onpromi edusbothgun
Brimelow article being a response to was promised before last No- -
the points raised in Figge's speech and
in much greater detail in his book,
Bankruptcy 1995: The Coming Col-
lapse of America and How to Stop II.
Both the speech and the response are
well worth our attention.

Figge's point i a irnple, if terrify-
ing one: If we continue our current
economic policies, by 1995 the national
debt will be so great that interest pay-
ment and expenses will consume most

vember is melting like ice at a
slimmer picnic ..

Washington seems to be
back to business as usual, The
cut-everybody's-projects-but-
mine and the old paper-over-
the- problems-with-money ap-
proache .10government remain
the solutions of choice, And
the don' t-vote-for-wlse-policy-
but-fer-what-makes-the-other-

all of the government's income, and the party-look-bad school of lead-
economy will collapse, creating one ofersllip is alive and well on bath
two nightmare scenarios - crippling
depression or even more crippling
hyperinflation. (Figge picks hyper-

sides of the aisle. Meanwhile.
the defic.it continues to grow.

No wonder people like Mr.

PUB,LISHER'S PAGE
----- - - - - --- - -

: ting taxes and increasing spending.
; We have to relearn a word that for

nearly 50 years ha been almost un-
American - all terity,

We all know from our personal and
bu iness finance that one cannot spend

(Continued on p. 61.)'

SEPTeMBE~IOCTOBE'" 1993 1

inflation as the more likely of the two.) Figge are beginning to sound a
Brimelow' article is an analysis of lutle shrill, How long will it

Figge's the i .He points out some flaw' lake our leadership to stop re-
in Figge's economic logic and offers arranging the deck chairs on
the apparently comforting view that his the Titanic and really address the tough ~.and butter and the equally pretty
numbers and timing are off. Economic choices that have to be made? How : Reagan fairy tale of prosperity via cut-
Armageddon will not arrive in 1995.

That's the goodnews. The bad news
is that, according to Brimelow, while
Figge's specifics may be in error, his
basic premi ei not wrong. Our grow-
ing national debt is our Number One
problem and, unless we can get a handle

loud do we as voters have (0 scream
before they get the point?

Very loudly and for a long lime, •
fear. Each of'us who lsconcerned about.
this is ue win have to continue a steady
trearn of communication to our Con-

gressional representatives, reminding



ACTION
5,peaks loud!er
thani words,.

Check our Line of Action,*

f

'line of Action testing insures that each cutting, edge of the hob is in proper position relative to
lead. flank form and rotational accuracy of the hob.

Meeting A or AA quality requirements is easier
sa,id than done. That's why each FHUSA hob is
guaranteed - every tooth is in proper position
to generate the deslred ,gear profte,

When gear quaHty is critically important,
Line of Action can assure success.

GMI PO Box 31038
Independence. OH 44131

Phone (216) 642-0230
FAX (216) 642-0231

CIRCLE A·5 on READER REPLY CARD

Iinsist on FHUSA hobs that are inspectse and
verified to meet your requirernents.Al.L
FHUS.A hobs are .....and can ..

Once you've checked our Line of Action
you've taken the first step ....and best step
towards a better bottom Hne... too!

a········,."~ ;r.

" :'~ .
O'~"'!I "10'-."

See liS at
AGMA.Stiow
BoothU01



ADV'EBIQSIAI..

GEARING UP FOR IDGHER QUALI'Ii,¥
If you're involved in gear metrology, you're probably

already familiar with M&M Precision Systems Corporation.
An Acme-Cleveland company. M&MeUs more

universal CNC gear inspection ystems in tbe United States
than all its competitors combined. Customers say that
M&M gear metrology systems help, them do more types of
inspections. do them more easily and faster. They also say
the systems come with more a istance in software and
apport service than from anyone else.

New developments in the past year have meant expanded
inspection capabilities for spiral bevel and hypoidgears,
involute scrolls and male-female helical rotor vanes. M&M
is fast becoming a recognized leader in these areas.roc.

The late t addition to the inspection systems line is the
QC 1000. a .PC-ba ed y tern intended for manufacturers
and job shops who e needs require basic, economical
analytical gear inspection. It offers the same high accuracy
as other models but is more compact and comes with a
standard, off-the-shelf spur and helical gear inspection
software package. The QC 1000 win be unvei1ed at Gear
Expu'93in Booth 131.

M&M introduced the first CNC controlled analytical gear
inspection system in I 9'75. From a few custom-designed
machines, the company developed a line of systems within
four years.featuring fully automatic test routines and
modular inspection/analysis software programs. Today,
industry has turned to M&M's analytical gear inspection
systems as the accepted standard to fill their needs.

But M&M Precision Systems does more than make gear
inspection machines. Founded inW951as a die, fixture and
gage manufacturer. M&M became ,a major source for rotary
tables and linear positioning tides. That line has expanded
in the past 20 years" and the company continues today as a
major factor in the motion control bu iness.

M&M's third product line involves master gears and
spline gage functional testing products. This Iine=- along
with certain gear manufacturing tools - was added in 1984
when M&M acquired Spline Gauges, Ltd. of Birrninghan,
UK. And a fourth product line - a direct computer control
system with in pection software for coordinate measuring
machines (CMM ) - is another M&M metrology
involvement. These systems are DMIS compatible, PC-
based and adaptable to anyautomatic or joy-stick operated
CMM.

Together, M&M offers a variety of high quality
metrology and motion products to industries throughout the
world, particularly the aerospace, appliances, automotive,
machine tool. military and off-highway vehicle markets ...

M&M is al o active internationally with facilities in
England, France and Germany. For further information on
the company or its products, use the listing at right:

Model30U universal :gea.1'inspection system

Wraps come offlhe QC 1000.at Gear Expo '93

,M&M PRECISION
SYSTEMS' Corporation

"THE METROLOGY AND MOTION PEOPLE"

M&M Precision Systems - USA
World Headquarters
300 Progre s Road
West Carrollton, OH 45449
Phone: (513) 859'-8273
Fax.: (513) 859-4452
Contacts:
James Helton, President
Gear Metrology Systems
Douglas Beerck, Marketing Manager
Walter Lake •.Sales Manager
Functional Gear Testing Products
Brian Slone, North American Sales

CIRCLE A-7 on REA'DER REPLY CARD
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Explore the
World of Gearing

froml1toZ

Forry 01 Gear Te'chnologys pre-show and sholw issue adivertis'erswill' Ibeexhibiting a

wi;de range of goods and services at ADMA's Dear Ex'po'93. The exhibitionl will be' held!

icalll!isting ,ofthese advertisers anda p1review01 what can 'beseen at their booths.

Amarillo Gear Co" Booth 437, is a manu- with your specific gear manufacturing applica-
facturer of spiral bevel gears and right-angle tion, visit the American Pfauter booth.
gear drives. Spiral bevel capacity is from 3 to
1.00 inches pitch diameter. Applications for Ash Gea.r & SuppJy Corp .., Booth 323,
drives include vertical pumps, cooling tower has the largest "in stock" supply of gear cut-
fans and frost protection wind machines. ling tools anywhere - hobs, shapers, single

cutters, broaches and more! Sharpening and
tool. modification service are available in itsAGMA, Booth 322, is the sponsor of Gear

Expo '93. AGMA is the trade association
which represents the interests of the American

gear industry both here in the U.S. and abroad.

American Metal Treating Co., Booth 621,.
will be displaying segments of induction-hard-
ened gears featuring single-tooth contour hard-
ening and single-tooth submerged hardening.
Stop and discuss the solution to your heat treat
and distortion problems with their experts.

new shop. The new GCP-I gear calculation
program win be "in action" to. solve your gear
problems. Bring your part data and watch!

Basic Ineorporated Group, Booth 4S1, is
the national distributor for Wolf gear
machines. Its product line includes shapers,
shavers, bobbers, honers, test equipment and
more. Basic also offers service for Wolf gear
machines and other makes. Stop by their booth
to see a program-controlled hobber, a 20"

American Pt'auter Limited Partnership, shaper, a 12" honer and various test equipment
Booth 60], offers a comprehensive line of gear
cutting machines, including gear hobbing,
shaping, grinding, inspection and shaving
machines. For more details and for assistance

10 G.EAR TECHNOLOGY

CIA TEQ, A.C., Booth .345, win feature
mSENG gear design software-an innovative
program created for pes, which allows the user



to design external. spur and helical gears
dynamically and easily, according to his indi-
vidual requirements.

Contour Hardening, Ine., Booth 446, will
have on display the M]CROPULSE® induction
system for rapidly hardening gears.
MICROPULSE® Type "A' contour hardening
differs from other induction. It utilizes large
power supplies which permit extremely short
heat cycles, minimizing distortion. AGMA
6oo2-B93 classifies Type "A" contour harden-
ing and carburizing as comparable processes.
MICROPULSE@ Type "A" igmficantly
exceeded carburized results in standard SAE
bending fatigue testing performed by GR]
(Project #C-1717).

English-language magazine devoted exclusive-
ly to the subjects of gear research. design.
development, engineering and manufacturing.
Let us show you how Gear Technology call be
an important fixture in your gearing "tool box."

The Gleason Works. Bootb 533, invites
you to its expanding world of parallel axis gear
manufacturing products, including the 125GH
gear bobber, a revolutionary concept, with a
small-footprint design; the TAG 400 grinder,
an affordable threaded wheel grinder for high-
volume production; the Fassler D-250-C gear
honing machine, and the GTR 2S0VG flexible.
compact chamfering and deburring machine.

GMI-Fhusa, Booth 401, is a manufacturer
of high-quality, Class "A" and "AA" hobs,
which makes solid. shank. worm. inserted
blade and hard skiving hobs for all applica-
tions. "Line of Action" inspection charts are
normal, along with standard charting. They can
design and manufacture hobs and cutlers for
special design applications not suited to stan-
dard hob configurations.

Diam.ond BI.3ck Techno]ogy Inc., Booth
424, manufactures Diamond Black Coating TM •

a patented low-temperature amorphous process
of chemically inert boron carbide applied
under 250°F at 2 microns (± 5%), Low coeffi-
cient of friction is improved through natural
wicking of presented lubricants. and high tern-
perature resistance over 2200°F. Non-transfer-
ring subrnicron wear characteristics virtually GMI-Kanzaki •.Booth 401, is a manufac-
eliminate ystem contamination. turer of precision machine tools, including

Fellows Corp., Booth .521, offers a full
range of CNC Hydrostroke gear shaping
machi ne from 180 mm (7") to 2.500 mm
( 100"). Also offered are the Fellows/Mikron
CNC gear bobbing machines in horizontal
sizes 100 mm (4") to 200 mm (8") and vertical
sizes 220 rnm (8.6") to 550 mm (21.6") along
with the Fellows/Mi.kron CNC gea:rgrinding
machine. Stop by the booth for a shaping and
hobbing demonstration.

Fette Tools Systems" Inc. Booth 436. is the
V,S. subsidiary of a German manufacturer of
multi-gash high tech hobs; indexable insert hobs
with exchangeable segments for roughmg.Tin-
ishing and skiving; skiving hobs for pre-grind
bobbing and hard finishing; specialty hobs and
cutters for machining rotor , worm gears,
sprockets. belt and chain pulleys; and custom
form milling and circular type cutters.

Gear Technology. Booth S18. Meet the
editorial and advertising staff of the only

hard gear finishing machines. gear shaving
machines, horizontal. tool changing and multi-
spindle drill head machines, gun drilling
machine, and transfer-case mac h in ing
machines. On display will be a new hard gear
finisher capable of giving super surface finishes
to eliminate noise and make tooth modifica-
tions. Full 5-ax:is, CNC control FANUCJO-MC

Guehr.ing Automation. Ine., Booth 635,
will be exhibiting the new Frenco Universal
Rotational Measurement (URM) machine for
complete inspection of gear and spline shaft
profiles in as little as 8 seconds, Inspections
include DOP, runout, roundness, spacing error,
lead and taper. Other Frenco products include
spline gages and workholding devices. Frenco
is also exhibiting HDT hydraulic expansion
arbors for gear hobbing, shaving and inspection,

ITW Components & Tools Division,
Booth llS. is a manufacturer of preci ion gear
bobs, shaper cutters, master gears, Gerac® dies
and Illinire tooling for superior performance.

SEPTEIoIBERIOCTOBER 1993 11



They also make engineered systems utilizing
nw Spiroid® gearing. ITW is serving the
industry with their widely recognized gear
training program, "The Gear School."

nw Heartland, Booth 2]5 ..For over 70
years nw l1a been a world leader in the
design and manufacture of gear inspection
system . They offer innovative high-speed,
high-production burnishing machines as a
complement to this product line. They will
feature the model 2290 Dimension-Over-Pins
unit and a sample of computerized analytical
gear inspection.

James EDg~neerjng,. Booth .351, "deburring
and chamfering specialists," provides a full
line of debarring and chamfering systems for
processing parallel axis, bevel. and hypoid gear
and cylindrical parts geometries. The feature
attraction at their booth will be the Model
962ADS fully automatic system w:ith automat-
ic too] changing and other salient features to
assist high-volume gear producers.

Kaepfer Amer.ica Limited Partnersbip.
Booth. 551. Since :1867 Koepfer has served
fine ro medium pitch gear manufacturers
throughout the world. Koepfer CNC and
mechanical bobbing machines, as well as HSS
and carbide cutting tools. are considered the
quality tandard in many plants. Flexible
automation systems provide the highest possi-
ble output. Full technical support is provided
from Elgin, IL.

Llebherr, BOOUI 142, is a manufacturer of
bevel gear cutting and grinding machines,
gear hobbing and gear shaping machines. par-
aJ]el axis grinding machines, gear measuring
centers, hob sharpening machines and gear
cutting tools.

M & MPrecislon. Sy .tems 'Corporation.
Booth 131" wiU introduce the QC WOO basic
gear in pection sy tern. anautomatic CNC
gear inspection machine offering wen-known
M & M quality, reliability and support Also
featured win be the QC 3012 and QC 3025
universal gear inspection ysterns, providing
universal gear testing for most cylindrical part .
Double-flank gear rollers, functional spline

12 GEAR TECHNOLOGY

gages and master gears will also be featured.

Merit Gea,r, Booth 218. is a full-service
gear manufacturer with an internal heat treat
department. Company services include proto-
type, replacement-breakdown and production
quantity runs. They are a builder of complete
O.E.M. enclo ed drive. They grind gears and
want to be your "in-house gear department,"
meeting your power transmission needs.

Mitsubishi Machdne Tool USA, Inc."
Booth 20l,is the only manufacturer to offer a
complete line of gear machines up to one
meter. This offers the user the convenience of ,a
ingle controller and common programming

for all hobbing, shaping and shaving applica-
tion . Thi . commonali ay will also make main-
tenance a. much easier task.

Nationa~ Broacb& Mo.cbiineeo., Booth
]00, is featuring seven machines thi year,
offering a full complerneat of gear roughing

and finishing machines. Hob, chamfer and
broaching machines will be displayed along
with geargrinding, honing, shaving and rack
rolling machines. Red Ring's new lillie of hob
and shapercutter tools wiHalso be on display.

NiaglU'3 Gear Corporation. Booth 422. i
a contract manufacturer of precision ground
purand helical gearsto A:GMA Clas ~5.

Nixon Gear" Inc., Booth 419, a member
company of Gear MOlinos, Inc., house. one of
the nation's mo t modem fleets of Rei hauer
gear grinders - .highlighted by the RZ301S
and the RZ300E. Hear Motions combines a
diverse group of specialized custom gearing
shop into a single organizatien. Member
companies include Nixon Gear, Oliver Gear
and Rawling Hear.

Normae. Inc .• Booth 231, will be . howing
a CNC gear grinder for form grinding spur and
helical gears and!a CNC wheel profiling center.

P.fulU.t,er-Maag Cutting Tools Limited
Partnership. Booth 601, is a manufacturer of
cutting tools, Including bobs, shaper cutters
and milling cutters. The company also provides
coating. sharpening and heat treating services.



Presrfte Corporation, Booth 433, offers
innovative ways to meet your gear needs with
high-quality, closed-die forgings. Capabilities
include forged parts up to 300 lbs. and J 8 inch-
es in diameter, near-net WIldnet shape capabili-
ties, micro-alloy capabilities, a Total Quality
Management System, and a state-of-the-art
metallurgical lab.

Schmitt Industrtes, Jnc., Booth 734.
Schmitt's SBS Dynamic Balance System is a
dynamic balancing device used on gear grind-
ing machines which substantially improves the
quality of work, reduces cost and setup time
and extends grinding whee] life. Schmitt
Industries balance systems are the premier
automatic balancing systems available in the
marketplace today.

Plrolile Engineering, Ine., Booth 637, spe-
cializes in Fellows model gear measuring Star Cut.ter Company,. Booth SOl, a lead-
instruments and offers complete rebuilding, ing manufacturer of cutting tools and tool
design updates, recorder retrofits, field service, grinding equipment will feature precision
mechanical and electrical repairs, parts and bobs and mining cutters, shaper cutters, gun
special reque ts, and gear inspection service. drills, gun reamers, PCl) tools and CBN and
They are introducing a computer analyzing diamond-coated tools and dressers, They win
system for Fellows gear composite red liners. be demonstrating their new UTG600

machine, developed for precision grinding of
Redin Corporation • Booth 338, designed

and builr rhe first gear deburring machine in
the U.S. in ]950.fu 1991 Redin designed and
built the first ten-axis, CNC, programmable,
automated gear deburring machine. Stop by
the booth to discuss Redin's latest designs and
future plans.

Reef Gear Manufacturing. Booth. 530, is
a manufacturer of spur and helical involute
gears and splines, with volumes from 50 per
day to .3,000 per day. They are Q] at Ford and
certified at O.M., Chrysler, Luk, Lucas,
Navistar and Rockwell. The company has 45+
years of gear manufacturing experience.

cutting tools.

SU America. Ine., Booth 515, provides a
full line of gear cutting tools, plus charnfering
and grinding machines, resharpening of shav-
ing cutters and CNC thread grinding.

Tberm Alliance Co, Booth 251,. engineer
and manufacture heat treating furnaces for
gear carburizing, New technology will be pre-
sented which achieves high quality case depth
across tile root, pitch and top of gear teeth,
reduces distortion, shortens carburizing time
dramatically, requires no endothermic gas gen-
erator, is environmentally cleaner and costs
less to operate.

Reishauer Corp., Bootb 645;,. manufac-
tures precision gear grinders to 880mm capac- WMW Machinery. Inc, Booth 309, will
ity, thread grinding machines to 2,OOOmm spotlight the new Niles gear profile grinding
length, and tap grinding machines to 25mrn machine, the only profile grinder to feature
diameter, On display at the show will be the
company's new gear honing machine with
capacity up to 250mm.

Rote- Technology. Inc •• Booth .227, will
show a RC-400 Rotc-Check CNC gear inspec-
tion sy tern, which is mBM-comp.atibie and
fully automatic. The basic system includes
inspection of index, pitch, space variation,
lead and involute profile, and it provides a
printout. Many options are available -
inspection of bobs, cams, crankshafts, etc.
Inspection sizes range from tiny gears to large
40" ring gears.

two independently CNC-controUed grinding
wheels. The 8-axis CNC control with. CNC
dresser ensures grinding any profile. Niles
will demonstrate programming and setup, the
operator guidance system and time studies in
Booth 309.

Carl Zeiss, Inc.lMT Division; Booth 331.
is a leading supplier of high-quality CNC gear
inspection centers, coordinate measuring
machines and related products and services ..
IMT offers Hofler gear inspection centers and
Zeiss high-precision manual and CNC coordi-
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Booth 322 Bootb446 Booth 401
AGMA Contour Hardening. Inc. GMI·Kanza)d
1500 King Street, Suite 20 I 7898 Zionsville Road 6708 Ivandale Road
Alexandria. VA 22314 Indianapolis. IN 46268 P. O. Box 31038
PH (703) 684-0211 PH (3i7l876-1530 Independence. OH 44131
FAJ{(703) 684-0242 FAJ{(317) 879-2484 PH (216) 642-0230
Circle A-19 Circle A·61 FAJ{(216) 642-0231

Circle A-4
Booth No. 437 Booth 414
Amarillo Gear Co. Diamond Black Technology Inc, Booth 635
P. O. Box 1789 100 Somerset Drive Guehring Automation, Inc.
Amarillo. TX 79105 Conover. NC 28613 W227 N6195 Sussex Road
PH (806) 622·1273 PH (8001368-9968 Sussex, WI 53089
FAX (806) 622-3258 FAX (704) 322-4636 PH (414) 246-4994
Circle A-13 Circle A-53 FAX(414)2~8623

Circle A-35
Booth 621 Bootb 521
American Metal Treating Co. FeUows Corp. Booth21S
1043 E. 62nd Street Precision Drive ITW Components & Tools
Cleveland.OH 44103 P. O. Box 851 Division
PH (216)431-4492 Springfield. VT 05156-0851 3700 West Lake Avenue
FAX (216) 431-1508 PH (802) 886-8333 Glenview. IL 60025
Circle A- 56 FAX (802) 886-2700 PH (708) 657-5023

Circle A-62 FAJ{ (708) 657-5035
Bootb601 Circle A-28
American Pfauter Booth 436
Limited Partnership Fette Tool Systems Inc. Booth 2IS
1351 Windsor Road 3725-1 No. 126th Street ITW Heartland
Loves Park. IL 611 11-4294 P. O. Box 9 (53008-0009) 160 I 36th Avenue
PH (815) 282-3000 Brookfield, WI 53005 Alexandria. MN 56308
FAX (815) 282-3075 PH (414) 783-7606 PH (612) 762-8138
Circle A-I FAX (414) 783-5043 FAX (612) 763-5645

Circle A-63 Circle A-58
Bootb313
Ash Gear & Supply Corp. Bootb 518 Booth 351
21380 Bridge Street Gear Technology Magazine James Engineering
Southfield. MI 48034 1401 Lunt Avenue 4732 Pearl Street
PH (313) 357-5980 Elk Grove Village.IL 60007 Boulder. CO 80301
FAJ{ (313) 357-4324 PH (708) 437-6604 PH (303) 444-6337
Circle A-59 FAX (708) 437-6618 FAX (303) 444-6561

Circle A-67 Circle A-12
Bootb 451
Basic Incorporated Group BootbS33 BootbSSl
P. O. Box 36276 The Gleason Works Koepfer America
Los Angeles. CA 90036 1000 University Avenue Ltd. Partnership
PH (213) 933-0311 Rochester. NY 14692 635 Schneider Drive
FAX (213) 933·7487 PH (716)473-1000 South Elgin. IL 60177
Circle A-26 FAX (716) 461-4348 PH (708) 931-4121

Circle A-66 FAX (708) 931-4192
Bootb 34S Circle A-41
CIATEQ, A.C. Bootb 401
Retablo 150 GMI·Fhusa Booth 142
Queretaro. Oro. 76150 6708 Ivandale Road Liebberr
Mexico P. O. Box 31038 1465 Woodland Drive
PH (42) 163808 Independence, OH 44131 Saline, MJ 48176
FAX (421 169963 PH (216) 642-0230 PH (313)429-7225
Circle A-17 FAX (216) 642-0231 FAX (313) 429-2294

Circle A-5 Circle A-9
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Booth 131 Booth 131 Booth 227
M & M Precision Systems Nonnac.lnc. Roto- TechnoIog), Ioc.
Corporation P. O. Box 207 351 Fame Road
300 Progress Road Northville, MI 48167 Dayton, OH 45449
West Carrollton. OH 45449 PH (313) 349-2644 PH (513) 859-8503
PH (5 13) 859-8273 FAX (313) 349-1440 FAJ«513) 865-0656
FAX (513) 859-4452 Circle A-15. A-43 Circle A-14
Circle A-6. A-7

Booth 601 Bootb 734
Booth 118 Pfauter-Maag Cutting Tools, L. P. Schmitt Industries, Inc.
Merit Gear Corporation 1351 Windsor Road 1963 NW Kearney Street
3701 Durand Avenue Loves Park, IL 6 I I 11 Portland. OR srx»
P. O. Box 396 PH (815) 877-8900 PH (503) 227-7908
Racine. WI 5340 I FAJ( (815) 877-0264 FAJ( (503) 223-1258
PH (800) 75 MERIT Circle A-2 Circle A·20
FAX (414) 554-33\0
Circle A-32 Booth 433 Booth SOl

Presrite Corporation Star Cutter Company
BootblOl 3665 E. 78th Street 23461 Industrial Park Drive
Mil'iubishi Machine Cleveland, OH 44105 Farmington Hills, MI 48335
Tool USA. Inc. PH (216)441-5990 PH (313)474-8200
907 W.lrving Park. Road FAJ( (216) 441-2644 FAX (313)474-9518
Itasca.Il, 60143 Circle A-25 Circle A-II, A-31. A-34, A-52
PH (708) 860-4222
FAX (708) 860-4233 Bootb 637 Booth 515
Circle A-50 Prorue Engineering. Inc. SU America. Inc.

100 River Street 8775 Capital Avenue
Booth 100 Springfield, VT 05156 Oak Park, MI 48237
National Broach & Machine Co. PH (802) 885-9176 PH (313) 548-7177
17500 T....enty Three Mile Road FAX (802) 885-3745 FAX (313) 548-4443
Macomb. MI 48044 Circle A-55 Circle A-68
PH (313) 263-01 00
FAX (313) 263-4571 Booth 338 Booth 251
Circle A-30, A-38 Redin Corporation Tberm Alliance Co.

1817 18th Avenue 701 S. Post Avenue
Booth 422 Rockford.H, 61104 Detroit, MI 48209
Niagara Gear Corporation PH (815) 398-1010 PH (313) 843-1545
941 Military Road FAX (815) 398-\055 FAJ( (313) 841-1335
Buffalo, NY 14217 Circle A-16 Circle A-69
PH (716) 874-3131
FAX (716) 874-9003 Booth 530 Booth 309
Circle AM Reef Gear Manwacturing Inc. WMW Machinery, Inc.

50903 E. Russell Schmidt Blvd. 570 Bradley Hill Road
Booth 419 Chesterfield, MI 48051 Blauvelt. NY 10913
Nixon Gear, Ioc. PH (313) 949-2520 PH (914) 358-3330
Member Company or Gear FAX (313) 949·3481 FAJ( (914) 358-2378
Motions. Inc. Circle A-22 Circle A·70
1750 Milton Avenue
Syracuse. NY 13209 Booth 645 Booth 331
PH (315) 488-0100 Relsbauer Corp. Carl Zeiss, Inc.
FAJ( (315)488-0196 1525 Holmes Road IMT Division
Circle A-39 Elgin. IL 60123 7008 Northland Drive

PH (708) 888-3828 Minneapolis. MN 55428
FAJ( (708) 888-0343 PH (612) 533-0225
Circle A-42 FAX (612) 533-0219

Circle A-8
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DIAMOND BLACK
TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

**SEE us in Booth 424 at
the Detroit Gear Expo

CIRCLE A-53 on READER REPLY CARD
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• US:ER-FR:IIEN,DLY
IIBM COMPATIBLE

• ECONOMICAUY P,RICED'
AND SIIZED'

GU!RS, SPLINES •
D MUCH MORE
TIC TEST,INGi

• ICHECKS'I III, HOBSAN,

I ! • AUTOMA
I

'I
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SPAC.ING/liND',EX, LEAD .•INVOLUTE PROFILE

•n."n." ... ~. Lne.
351 FAME ROAD' DAYTON. OHIO 45449

(513) 859-8503' FAX # (513)865-0656' 1-600-875-7686

, AGMA Booth #227
CIRCLE .A-14 on READER REPLY CARD
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Bo,urn & KochCIN Form Grinder

mar:HlnG! TOOL co.
~dflf~iIIIII:MIf Tool DlW/MItI
2SOO KIIhwauII8e 81.
AocIdord. IL 61 '104
a.16I8I!I&o4Ot3 Fu 8151885-0019
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Rules of Engagement

m UUi.l1g on,e'S,best
foot forward is

. important for uc~
I ces ful business
cornmunieation. And uc-
cessful busines people
know the "rules" of the
game. what to ay and do
in busines s : inrarions, to
make the be t impression,
However, these rules
change from country to

Lawrence M. Kohn

country, and what is appro-
priate behavior here may
appear rude to someone
from. Latin America, Eu-
rope or A ia. To help you
become more familiar with
. orne of the different rules
of engagemeat :in other
countries, Gear Technology
poke with three business-

men who have had exten-
s ivecontacts in various

"Doing the right thing" may be diff,ere.nt'.ov,erseas,
The besics .of etiquette ebroed will h'elp smooth vout path to successtut de,a/lng.

'" W,II-Bred Tmel" In LatinAmerica

NIInu: In Latin Amenca it is customary not to use a person's
first name until Invited to do so. This may not happen until you
have met two or three times or even longer Using titles such as
sfJifor, senora or seffo"ta, is also Important.

",.onll Spiel: latms are more "touchy-feely· than
Americans, putting an arm around a shoulder or using a doubl~
handed handshake They stand closer, within "kissing dis-
tance: and make strong eye contact. Try to avoid the almost
instmcttve reaction of backmg away.

ConversIdH: Avoid the subjects of religion or politics. Base
compliments on personality or character. not on possessions.
Tell your host he has attractive children or that his wife is an
excellent cook. rather than comment on his expensive car.

MANAGEMENT MATTERS
parts of the world,

Simpatico in Latin
America

According to Ed Cherry.
partner in the law firm of
iFareUa, Braun & Martel,
San Francisco, who was
born and raised in Latin
America, the overriding
factor when doing business
there is impatico. He say :
"You have to get along
well all a personal, level
with someone with whom
you are going to do bu i-
ness censistently. That's
very different from the
U.S., where we tend to be
much more oriented toward
the bottom line. He re , so
long as the per em gets the
job done, it doesn't matter
if he or she is someone
you'd like to spend time
with. That's, not the case in
Latin America."

Milia: The long lunch (2·3 hours) with several courses and
wine or dnnks is traditional This IS the big meal of the day, and
much busmess entertaining is done over lunch. Many business-
es close for the afternoon. but beware no matter how big the
lunch, latin Amencans go back to work afterwards.

GiftI: GIVIng gifts IS always welcome, especially at first meet-
IngS, but not mandatory If one IS Invited to a person's home, a
gift IS always appropriate, but be careful of color choices in I

flowers. Yellow, for example, IS a symbol of death or contempt
in some latin Amencan countries. Gifts should be brand names
and high quality

Managing a business
today is hard work: Ilet
UManageme!nt Mat~
IeIrs" lend a hand. Tell
us what managemant
matters iaterest you.
Write to us ,alt IP.Q1,IBox.
1,426,. Ellk Grov'e. IIIL
60009, or Icalill our staH
at nOS) 431'..6604.

lawrence M. Kuhn
is pre ident of Kahn
CQtlltllrmicalions. a Los
Angeles-based marketing
alld managemenl consult-
ing firm: His firm special-
izes in helpisig clients
develop stronger business
relationships through qual-
';1}' communicasion.
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THE LEADER. IN

GEAR
DEBURRING

This Automatic Load/Unload (4) Track Pinion
Deburr Machine, produces 1000 PIP per hour.

Call Redin Specialists to increase your production.
See us at the A.'G.M.A. 1993 Gear Expo Show.

(Booth #338)'
• Bevel • Spur
• Spiral • ,Ring
• Pinion • Hypoid
• Helical • Spiral Bevel
• Irregular Shapes any size

.' Automation
• Tooth 'Radiusing
• Grinding
• Brushing
• Cams .
·CNC

1817 -18th Ave,· Rockford, IL61104
8·15-398-101!0 -IFAX 815-398-1055

(Established in the late 1930's)

C.IRCLE A-16 onR EAOE R REPLY CARO

al· .1·.~~A~~~IGN
.. SOFTWA.RE

How does it work?
FIRST

You define for each
parameter, such as ratio,
center distance, pressure
angle, etc., a convenient

set of values that you are
really able to use.

SECOND
You define your perfor-
mance needs regarding

Pitting Life, Bending Life,
Scoring Probability,

Reliability Level and
Operating Conditions.

THIRD
You wait a few seconds

until diseng© finds out the
best solution within your

particular possibilities.

cliwllg ,1.1
h the first )!car !il'sign

\uflwan' that rcully dcsi)!1lS
and nut just calculates,

<lisCII)! \ 1.1
Is rcall~ l'as~ to IISl' in ~uur

PC. heruuse i.t permits
al'hit'\ing hiuh performance

result» vince it is alsu a
research luul fur analyzing
the iuthn-nce (If each sillgle

pnrameter varlatlun
ill the results.

disl'llg \ 1.1
Abu ha.s IJrl'iiminar)

dilllt'llsioninl( pnl)!nllll
pn'sl'ntcd a~ a "lln',1(1 sht,!.'!.

!liseng vI.I
11a" standard English and

met !"it' unit ,,)stl'ms included

I
Technical Support in (be USA and Canada:
THE DUDLEY TECHNICAL GROUP, INC
Gear Systems Consultants
17150 Via Del Campo, Suite 308
San Diego, California, 92127-2139 USA
Phone (I-ROO)354-5178 Fax (619) 487-4893

"Demo & Full Demo
Disk A vailable"
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According to Cherry,
this simpatico does not
mean you have to be best
friends with your business
partner, but you will have a
much closer relationship
than you would develop
with a business acquain-
tance in the U.S .."It doesn't
need to be a lasting social
friendship, but it does need
to be a very comfortable
and personable relation-
ship. You will develop a
closeness, Your business
partners will be people you
enjoy being with and they
will enjoy being with you."

The importance of sim-
patico is reflected in the
way that business negotia-
tions are conducted in Latin
America. Cherry explains it
this way: "In both the U.S.
and Latin America, there's
a kind of dancing that
occurs when negotiating a
deal, but :it's a different
kind of dance." In the U.S.,
the dance occurs on busi-
ness terms. Both sides put
up proposals and go back
and forth, with people play-
ing their cards close to their
chests, until an agreement
is reached. In Latin Amer-
ica what Cherry calls "the
relationship dance" occurs
first. The purpose of this
process j s to discover
whether the other person is
one with whom you want to
do business; whether you
and the other person are
simpatico. If the answer to
that question is "yes," then
you go on to the details of
the deal

Another reflection of
this simpatico is that in
Latin American countries,
there is much less emphasis

on the written documenta-
tion of business deals. Says
Cherry, "[In Latin Amer-
ica] a joint venture agree-
ment could easily be just
three or four pages long,
whereas in the U.S., the
terms sheet would be 2.0
pages long, and the actual
documentation would typi-
cally be 100 or more pages."

The Many Faces of
Europe

For advice on the rules
of engagement in Europe,
we spoke with Richard L.
Philson, managing director
of Heller Europe, a firm
based in London that con-
trols joint ventures in ] 1
European countries.

His first general obser-
vation is that: ". _ , other
than. the differences in lan-
guage, the business people
are not that much different
than they are in the U.S.
Business Is business just
about anywhere you go,
and everyone's looking to
do anything that makes
good business sense. What
you have to be sensitive to,
though, are the subtle dif-
ferences, and these you
pick up over time as you
work in these countries."

He goes on to explain
some of these subtle differ-
ences: "In the Benelux
countries, especially Bel-
gium, their business atti-
tude is very soft-spoken.
They're very willing to
negotiate and compromise,
and they are perhaps more
driven by the quality of life
than by the bottom line, On
the other hand, Holland and
the U. K. are very much
like us. If anything, the
Dutch are more aggressive



than we are. They're true
internationalists. In South-
ern Europe, France and
Spain, you find a much
more nationalistic attitude.
They are very protective of
their own traditions and
business values. but. again,
they are willing to accept
anything that makes good
business sense."

Roots are very impor-
tant in continental Europe,
more so in some countries
than in others. People are
reluctant to relocate, hav-
ing lived sometimes for
generations in the same
area if not in the same
house. This sense of per-
manence is reflected in

business attitudes. It is
important for Europeans to
know well the people with
whom they do business.
Says Philson, "They're
going to want to get to
know you, spend some
time with you and under-
stand your thinking before
they're really willing to
open up and discuss a pos-
sible business relationship."

Because of this, Ameri-
cans need to learn to con-
trol their impatience to "cut
tothe chase" in a business
discussion. As Philson
points out, "If you were
doing business in, say.
France. you probably
would have your early-on

MANAGEMENT MATTERS

TIle Well-Bred Travel.r in Europe

NInNtt: Using first names is okay everywhere in Europe,
except in German-speaking countries. There, you should
never USe a person's first name unless invited to do so.
This invitation implies that you have developed a personal
and social relationship that goes beyond business.

Meals: As in the U.S., much buslnass is done over meals.
The attitude about alcohol with meals will vary. In south-
ern Europe, wine and aperitifs are served with most
meals. The Benelux countries and the U.K. tend to follow
the American custom of not mixing alcohol with lunch
meetings. They save it for evening entertaining. WARN-
ING: Southern Europeans HATE breakfast meetings.
Schedule something far the evening instead, and note
that in Spain. dinner may be as late as 10:00 or 10:30 in
the evening.

Gifts: Giving small gifts is appropriate. Something remi-
niscent of the U.S. - say a souvenir of the World Series
- is acceptable. If invited to someone's harne, flowers
are always a safe choice. Don't bring wine. It suggests
you don't trust the host to choose one appropriately, and
he will feel obligated to serve yours.

Penonal Space: Most Europeans share the same con-
cept of personal space as Americans.

CoIIversation: Politics is an appropriate subject; religion
is not. Outside interests, cultural matters, hobbies, etc.
are all good topics of conversation.

flMk§trrtm (fll(§)ffjJ/F
Heat Treat

Call Merit Gear Heat Treat.

Heat Treat
Especially for Gear Makers I

Accurate gears need precise' heat treatment. All the costly
planning & hard work of making a quality gear can be lost by
improper heat treating.

Merit Gear Heal' T reat ... created to serve your gear heat treat
requirements ... knows gearing and its heat treatment.

Next time don't gamble ....call the gear heat treaters.

1..800 ..75..MERIT
o Carburize and Harden

o NA TCO Submersed Induction Hardening

o Computerized Inducnon Hardening

o Metallurgical Laboratory

o Specialized gear heat treaters > continuously
improving with formal training

o Process controls, S.P.C. assuring consistent quality

o Mil· I 45208A
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T---he complete SBS Balance
System consisting of Com-
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Head.
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negotiations ami meetings
over a meaL This meal
would include discussion
of both American and
French politics, personal
interests, all the liberal arts
subjects, and this could go
on for the better part of an
hour before you would
even begin to think about
discussing the possible
business relationship."

On the other hand, in
countries like Holland or
the U'K, people are apt to
be much more direct and
ready to get to the point.

Perhaps because of the
sense of stability men-
tioned earlier, a person's
age may play some role in
success in negotiation ..
Philson suggests that a
younger American will
find it to his or her advan-
tage to defer to the advice
of older, more seasoned
European colleagues when
possible. Rightly or wrong-
ly, they are percei vedas
having wisdom and experi-
ence beyond that of young-
erpeopJe.

This same respect for
history will apply to a
European's analysis of
your company. He or she
will have studied not just
the last two or three years'
performance, but will
probably have researched it

arrangement, and they will
be the law that governs
your relationship. In south-
ern Europe, while the doc-
uments are important, your
personal understanding
with the individual. with
whom you're doing busi-
ness is even more impor-
tant. Philson says, "No
matter how carefully the
documents have been pre-
pared, I'd rather have a
handshake."

Asian Observations
For advice on Asian

cultural differences, we
went to John A. Taylor,
Valuation & Realty Con-
sulting Group Director for
Japanese and Client Ser-
vices at the Los Angeles
offices of Deloitte &
Touche, an international
professional services firm.
He has travelled extensive-
ly in Japan, and his wife is
a Japanese national.

Taylor suggests that
basic to doing business in
Asia is the understanding
that business relationships
are for the long haul. Once
an Asian has committed to
a relationship with you, he
expects it to be one that
will last for years; there-
fore, he may not be eager
to quickly decide to work
with you. "We need to
understand that there is a

back fifteen or twenty certain amount of commit-
years, and :is not apt to be ment in terms of time and
impressed with just a few resources which may be
good years. necessary for doing busi-

The atti tude toward ness with them," he says.
documentation varies in "The benefit of that factor
Europe from north to is, once you become a ven-
south. In northern Europe, dar 01' a supplier, you will
the documents will relate find that they are outstand-
more to the business than
the legal aspects of the

ing clients."
Taylor organized his



advice for developing such
successful, long-tenn busi-
nes. relatlonships under
five categories, which
could apply equally well in
any culture: language,
speaking, listening, follow-
up and thoughtfulness.

He advi es readers to
remember that while most
Japanese are taught En-
glish. they are not taught
American Engli h; there-
fore, one' houldavoid col-
loquiali rns, double nega-
tives or contraction .

When giving oral pre-

"Structure your pre enta-
tion like a term paper. First
introduce the concepts,
give a full, de cription and
then go back and revisit. the
general issue. summing up
at section ata time."

Listening i also impor-
tarn.. First, as with any con-
versation, discipline your-
self to. hear what is really
being said, not what you
wish were being aiel.

Then, if omething real-
ly :is unclear to you, be sell-
strive to the fact that
Japanese and other Asians

entation , it i important to tend to be very concerned
make your points individ-
ual and dear. Taylor says,

about their English Ian-
guage skill . Ask for clari-

MANAGEMENT MKfTERS I

lite Well-Bred Traveler in Asil

M.. ls: The celebrated Asian custom of the drinking bout
as part of a business relationship does exist. Casual
drinking in the evenings with business associaties is still
very common. Being invited to a colleague's private club
is a high compliment Note: it is customary to pour drinks
for one another.

Gifts: Giving gifts to those with whom you wish to do busi-
ness is customary. The inference in Asia is that you are
assigning value to the relationship or the future potential
of the relationship. The gift does not have to be expen-
sive, but it should be a thoughtful one and of U.S. origin
(the fact it was brought into the country implies effort,
therefore enhanced appreciation I. The gift should indi-
cate that you have been listening to the recipient, that
you have taken time to find out something about him or
her and that you value this relationship.

P.rlonal SPICI: Personal space in Asia is about the
same or a little more distant than it is here. The things to
be wary of are extended eye and casual physical contact.
These may be considered confrontational.

CoAYerution: Religion. politics and controversial cultural
issues are not taboo, but they should be approached from
an informational rather than a dogmatic viewpoint. It is
more common to talk about family or personal matters or
outside interests in a restaurant or bar than in a business
setting. Japanese do not invite people into their private
offices. They have separate meeting rooms where busi-
ness is conducted.

'.Some initial gas flow settings
may be necessary.
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fication in a tactful way.
Taylor ugge ts: "Try to
[urn the is ue into a con-
ceptual que tion rather than
a language question. If you
say 'I did not understand
what you. said,' that puts up
a barrier. If you say. 'That
is an important concept. l 1
want to make sure I under- ~
stand it fully.' it makes for!
a much more productive!
exchange of word's. "

Taylor also recommends
sending follow-up memos
after meetings. "There are
generally a lot of i-ues you
wanted to make sure they :
under tood which they j
have not. It is always nice j
to offer. 'We have covered 1
a lot of topics today. and 1

small, sincere gestures that
you are Interested in the
other person and concerned
for his oomfort. Taylor tells
the story about his father-
in-law who was entertain-
ing a Korean client in an
exclusive Japanese restau-
rant. He arranged for an
order of kimchee, a Korean
dish, to be delivered to the
re taurant, so that the gen-
tleman would have at least
one familiar dish in front of
him. Not a difficult or cam-
pI icated gesture, but one
that was greatly appreciated.

An outgrowth of this
kind of theughtfulness is
the final component in
Taylor's scheme - under-
standing. which is the goal

MANA'GEMENT MATTERS

N••• the basis of any good,
professional business

understanding ...is a learning
process on both sides.1I

what] would like to do is of any communication. He
send a follow-up stating says, " ... the basis for any
some of the key issue we
discus edt and giving some
important definitions which
may be differem from what
you are accustomedto, and
what goals and resolutions
were arrived at. ....

Thoughtfulness is im-
portant to all, your cus-
tomers and is a basic of
good manners in any cul-
ture. but it is especially
appreciated by Asians, who
regard small courte iesas
very important. Show by

good. professional business
understanding is getting a
very good familiarity with
the other person' s business,
what his needs and goals
are, and helping him under-
stand how he can best
aecomplish those in our
culture, Part of it is being
aware of his culture, pan. of
il is also helping hi m
become educated in our
culture. so it is a learning
process for both of us." •



Amarillo Gear can fUrnish parts for
any of its pump drives, no matter
how long they've been in service.

Our records show which parts
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Bevel Reduction Design

rnensions to transmit power at high speeds be-
tween intersecting shafts. The spiral angle en-
ables the gears ~o transmit power more quietly

Michae!1 Sa.vageand M., Prasanna
Universi,ty ,ofAkron,

Akron,OH

H.H.Coe
NASA tewiis Research Center"

meveland. OH

Summary
Optimization is applied to the design of a

spiral bevel gear reduction for maximum life at
a given size .. A modified feasible directions than straight bevel gears, just as helical gears
search algorithm permits a wide variety of operate more quietly than spur gears. Bevel
inequality constraints and exact design require-
ments to be met with low sensitivity to initial
values. Gear tooth bending strength and mini-
mum contact ratio under load are included in
the active constraints, The optimal design of
the spiral bevel gear reduction includes the
selection of bearing and shaft proportions in
addition to gear mesh parameters. System life
is maximized subject to a fixed back-cone dis-
tance of the spiral bevel gear set for a specified
speed ratio, shaft angle, input torque and power.
Significant parameters in the design are the
spiral angle, the pressure angle, the numbers of
teeth on the pinion and gear and the location
and size of the four support bearings. Interpo-
lated polynomials expand the discrete bearing
properties and proportions into continuous vari-
ables for gradient optimization. After finding
the continuous optimum, a designer can ana-
lyze near-optimal designs for comparison and
selection, Design examples show the influence
of the bearing lives on the gear parameters in
the optimal configurations. For a fixed back-
cone distance, optimal designs with larger shaft
angles have larger service lives.

Introduction
Spiral bevel gears are complex machine ele-

ments which operate kinematically in three di-

gears convert the high-speed power of horizon-
tal gas turbine engines into the nearly vertical
power of the main rotor masts in all helicopter
transmissions. Aircraft transmissions are one of
the more critical applications of bevel gearing
due to the high speed, high power and light
weight requirements.

Although the design of bevel gears has
evolved over several. centuries (Ref. 1), :it has
focused recently on tile load capacity, meshing
kinematics. and manufacturing requirements of
the gears (Refs. 2-12). A significant effort has
been expended to model the meshing kinematics
of spiral bevel gears because oftheir importance
and complexity (Refs. 3, 4, and 6-8). Although
the de ign of a spiral bevel gear set must include
this information, it also should include consid-
erations of gear tooth (Refs. 9-1 l)and bearing
load capacity, In this article. considerations of
the support bearing capabilities are included at
the timethe gear parameters are chosen.

Optimization theory offers designers this
capability (Ref. [3).. One approach to optimiza-
tion is to find the intersections of the active
design constraints. The optimal design is often
found at a trade-off point on the constraint
boundaries. A constraint intersection technique
has been applied to design lightweight spur gear



sets (Ref. ]4). Although powerful, this tech-
nique i limited to problems with only two or
three active de ign variables.

More recently, a modified feasible direc-
tion gradient search technique has been applied
to the same spur geardesign problem with equal
succe (Ref. 15). One significant advantage of
the gradient technique is it :multi-dimensional
search capability. Larger problems which in-
dude simultaneou optimization of interacting
components. can be treated with this technique.

Thi article applies the modified feasible
directions gradient: earch technique to the prob-
lem of de igning a spiral bevel. reduction 1.0

transmit a specified power at a specified input
speed with a given reduction ratio, shaft angle
and reduction size. The optimization criterion is
maximum system life based on a two-parameter
Weibull ystem life model which include the
live. of the bearing and the gears (Ref. 16).

In the model. each gear is supported by a
ban and a straight roller bearing mounted be-
hind the gear with the roller bearing being
clo est to the gear. The independent design
parameters include the mesh face width, the
number of pinion teeth, the normal pressure
angle.the mesh spiral angle and the shaft diarn-
eters, The diarnetral pitch ofthe gears is depen-
denton the e parameters. Inequality constraints
re tricnhe gears to havingadequate tooth bend-
ing and pining strength, tooth coring resis-
tance, avoidance of involute interference and
adequate contact ratio . Adequate room for the
bearing envelope and consistency of shaft sizes
for the gears and bearings provide additional
constraint for the model.

The gradient earch occurs in a continuous
design pace which is generated by polynomial
fil to discrete bearing data and the mathemati-
cal willingness to have fractional teeth on the
gears. Oncea continuous mathematical opti-
mum is found, the optimization program allows
the designer to enter one or . everalaltemare
de ign with more practical proportions for
comparative evaluations. A full analy is i con-
ducted for the initial optimal de ign and all
selected alternative designs.

To demonstrate the procedure, the shaft
angle i varied for a bevel gear design problem
of fixed peed and power level at a flxed gear
ratio with the same back-cone di tance and
-haft length . Optimum designs at different

Nomenclature

A distance from inboard roller bearing (0

gear Dr pinion. in.

a addendum, in.

Ao back-cone distance, in.

B distance from outboard ball bearing to

gear or pinion,in.

b Weibull slope
C dynamic capacity, I.b

Co design constant vector

D shaft diameter, mm

d dedendum,in.

e/ goodne s of fil error limit

F force,lb

f gear face width, hi.

Vf unit gradient in the feasible direction

Vh unit gradient in the violated constraints
J AGMA bending strength tooth

fonn factor

Kv dynamic load velocity factor

lav mean service life, hr
ilO 90% reliabihty life, hi

M merit function
VM gradient .in the merit function

Vm unit gradient in the merit function
N number of teeth

II gear reduction ratio
Pd diametral pitch, in:l

1" load life factor
tl.S optimization step ize

V inequality constrainrvector

VV gradient in an inequality constraint

Vv unit gradient in an inequality constraint

X independent de ign parameter

Y scaled. independent design parameter
r coneangle, deg

r gamma function
I. shaft angle, deg

u stress, psi

¢I pre ure aJ'lgle.deg
'¥ spiral angle, deg

Subscripts:

a active
g gear

J
k

P

optimization step index

constraim index

pinion

tangential
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shaft angles are compared.
Spiral Bevel Reductlen Model

Fig. I is a schematic ofthe spiral bevel. mode]
for this design study. The figure include most of
the basic parameters which define a bevel gear
set. It shows the geometry of this tudy in which
both gears are suppon,ed in overhung configura-
tions. The gears are de cribed by:

1. The shaft angle, I;
2. The gear ratio, n;
3,.The number of teeth on the pinion, Np;

4. The back-cone distance of Ihe mesh, A ;o
5. Tile face width, f;
6. Thenormal pre ure angle, $; and
7. Tile mesh spiral angle. \j1.

The bearings are described by:
1. The type;
2. The series;
3 ..The distances from the supported gear, A

and B; and
4. The shaft size. D.
The bearings may be either ball or straight

roller, and the series may beextra-light, ]00;
light, 200; or medium. 300. For 'the examples
of thi work, the bearing close t to the gears
are straight roller bearings. and the far bear-
ings are ball bearings. The roller bearings are
placed directly behind the gears with a small
axial clearance equal to a proportion of the
bearing and gear widths, and the ball bearings
are placed at the end of the upport shafts.
Both bearings on the same shah have the same

of the gear. This places the stronger roller
bearings at the positions of higher radial load,
while allowing the ball bearings to upportthe
thru t loads in combination with the [ower
radial loads on both shafts.

For a gi ven shaft angle. reduction ratio, size,
input torque and input speed. the de ign objec-
tivei to maximize the life of this reduction as
me-asured by the anticipated mean lime between
service overhauls (Ref. 16). Expected overhauls
are ba ed on predictions of pitting fatigue fail-
ures ill the bearings and! gear for teady loads
and!good lubrication. Under these condition. a
two-parameter Weibull reliability model pre-

dicts the service life of the reduction.
Pitch Cone Angle

AI any combination of gear ratio and shaft
angle, the pinion and gear pitch cone angles are
defined. The gear ratio, n, has an absolute value
greater than I.. For a positive gear ratio, the
pillion and gears turn in oppo ire directions as
viewed from the backs of the gear . while a
negative gear ratio indicates that the pinion and
gear rotate in the same direction as viewed from
the backs of the gears. The sbaft. angle, I,can
have :1 value between 00 and 180°. In terms of
the e two parameters, the tangent of the pinion
cone .angle r ,which i.s less than 90°, is gi ven byp
the ab olute value:

I
sin I

tan fp.. = cos 1: + n

bore. which is kept smaller thallihe inside rim And the tangent of the gear cone angle, r
g

,

which may have a value between 0° and 180°,
is given by:

Fig. 1 - Spiral bevel reduction parameters ..
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I sin I
tan rg '" cos};; + lIn (2)

If the gear cone angle. r ,is Ies than 90°,
g

then the gear is an external gear. a. the pinion is.
If this angle is equal to 90°, the gear becomes a
crown gear with all it teeth in a single plane
perpendicular to the axi of the gear. When the
gear pi tch cone angle is greater than 90° , the gear
becomes an internal gear. withit teeth on the
inside of the pitch cone.

Gear Tooth Geometry
The addenda and dedenda of the pinion and

gear teeth follow standard bevel tooth proper-
tions (Ref. ] 7) ..In terms of the back-cone diame-
tral pitch Pd' and the gear ratio, n, these tooth
(Continued on p. 28.)
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The cutler radius, Re' is calculated as a
polynomial fit to the suggested proportions
for spiral bevel manufacture (Ref. 12). To
match this cutter radius, the maximum face
width is limited to be equal to or less than
30% of the back-cone distance.

With these proportions, the contact ratio of
the spiral bevel gear mesh ha two orthogonal
components: a :face advance contact ratio and
the radial contact ratio of the equlvaleut back-
cone spur gears. The total contact ratio is the
square root of the sum of the squares of these
two contact ratios. Fig, 2 shows the face ad-
vance contact ratio, which is tile ratio of the
spiral advance of the gear tooth at the back-
cone radius, A , to the circular pitch of theo
gear teeth at the back-cone radius, In this
article, this ratio is limited to be greater than
1.3 to provide ome spiralengagemem of the
gear teeth.

Cone Center

Fig. 2 - Face contact ratio geometry.
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Kinematic interference is modeled with
the kinematic interference model of the
equivalent back-cone spur gears. For the ad-

(3) dendum and dedendum proportion of the
standard, this does not appear a an active
constraint in the design searches. All poten-

(4) tial designs have adequate involute contact.
One possible extension of this work is to
improve the kinematic interference model

(5) and make the addendum and dedendum ratios
independent parameters in the design prob-
lem. For this article, these ratios are held to

the standard values of Equation 3-6,
(6) Gear Strength

Tooth loading can cause bending. pitting
and scoring failures in bevel gear teeth as
well as in spur gear teeth. A major differ-
ence in loading between the two gear types
is that the load on a spiral gear tooth is a
point load which travels across the tooth,
instead of a line load carried by the full width
of the tooth, as for a spur gear. Standard
geometry factors for the bending strength of
spiral bevel gear teeth are avai lable in chart
form for a 900 shaft angle and two or three
pressure angles (Ref. 18). To permit the op-
timization to deviate from these conditions,
the geartooth width is taken as the width of
thecontact ellipse, and the spur gear geom-
etry factor is usedalong with a dynamic load
velocity factor.

KyF1Pd
Gb=--=-f--JII-

. a
(7)

For the examples in this article, the velocity
factor increases the load about threefold. A
low stress limit of 25,000 psi is used to pro-
vide a high design factor for bending
strengths,

The contact ellipse size and location and
the maximum contact pressure are modeled
using a three-dimensional Hertzian contact
stress analysis (Ref. L9). The cutter radius
and the tooth involute curvatures are used to
determine the principal curvatures. For most
of the examples, the contact ellipse covers
about one-third the width of the tooth, and
the localized maximum Hertzian contact pres-
sure is significantly higher than the two-
dimensional equivalent spur gear contact
stress calculation. The higher contact ellipse
(Continued Oil. p. 30.)
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(Continuedfrom p. 28.)
pressure isused in the gear tooth life model
and the scoring failure limit calculation of
pressure times tiding velocity.

Reducti.on Ufe
Both bearings and gears are modeled with

a linearly decreasing log-strength with log-
life relationship. Dynamic capacities, C,. at a
life of one million cycles are used to determine
the 90% reliability lives, 110, of the compo-
nents. The basic relationship is:

For gears, the dynamic capacity value, C. is
a function of the gear material strength and
tooth geometry (Refs. 14-15). Since the natu-
ral. log of life is inversely proportional to the
contact stress, the load-life factor of 8.93
(Ref.lO) for spur gear teeth which see two-
dimensional Hertzian contact stress is cor-
rected to 6.0 for the spiral bevel teeth which
see three-dimensional Hertzian contact stress.
Bearing lives have a similar load-life rela-
tionship (Refs. 20 and 21) in which the load
IHe factor is lower due to the higher contact
stress. The bearing load-life relationship is
often modified with life and load adjustment
factors. The life adjustment factors are for lu-
brication and speed effects, while the load ad-
justment factor converts the applied load to an
equivalent radial load.

Describing both gear and bearing life scat-
ter with two-parameter Wei bull distributions
enables the statistical combination of these
lives into a system life at the same 90% reli-
ability level (Ref. 16). The gamma function
converts the 90% rellabilny life into a mean
life for the reduction:

lLOr(I+llb)
lav;::: -....;.;;..-----

(Ln(1I0.9)] lib

In these calculations, the Weibull slope, b, dif-
fers for the bearings, gears and system .. The
mean life of the reduction is an estimate of the
mean time between overhauls for the units ill
service or the mean service life.

Iaeerferenees
In combining the components into a system,

one needs to be concerned with the spatial
compatibility of the components. As a design

details enable improved combinations of the
components. However. only basic interactions
of the components are considered in this study,
so each gear and its two support bearings are
constrained to have the same shaft diameter.
This forces the bore of the bearings to be less
than the gear diameter at the root of the bevel
teeth on the inside edge of the gear. The geom-
etry also forces the near bearing to be placed
behind the gear by a.clearance proportional to
the widths of the bearing and the gear.

An additional spatial limit in the study is
(8) that between the outside diameters of the near

bearings on the two shafts. For small shaft

(9)

angles, the inside corners ofthe bearing outside
diameter must be separated by a sufficient
clearance to allow proper mounting.

Optimization Method.
The modified feasible direction gradient

search technique uses several vectors. These
vectors are the independent design variables,
X; the inequality constraints, V; the param-
eters of the merit function, P; and the con-
stants which define the specific problem,
Co. An optimization solution is the de ign
variable values, X, which minimize or maxi-
mize the merit function value while maintaining
all constraint values, V. inside their pecified
limits. A procedure starts with a guess for the
design variable, X. and iterates to find the
optimal design.

To maintain balance among the independent
design parameters, the design space is scaled
into a continuous. dimensionless design space.
The scaled design parameters, Y, vary from - LO
to +1.0 as specified by upper and lower bounds
cntheindependent design parameters, X..By
setting the upper and lower bounds on the design
parameters, the user has control over the relative
sensitivity of the design variables in the optimiza-
tion search. Increasing the range between limits
fora variable increases the sensitivity of that

variable in the search.
Gradients

For minimization, tb.e direction of change
in Y which reduces the merit function, M. at
the greatest rate is determined by the 'Unit
vector, Vm:

VM
'Vm=-

IVMI
(10)

develops. shaft configurations and mounting (Continued on p. 34.)
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Onoe inside the acceptable design region.
where AS is the scalar magnitude of the step. If the algorithm proceeds along the steepest de-
no con traints are violated. this will be the next scent direction until the calculated step places
value for Y itothe earch, the next trial. outside the acceptable de .ign

A unit gradient in a constraint variable is space. To avoid this condition. the algorithm
defined as: selects a feasible direction for the next step.

(Continued/rom p. 30,)
For maximization. the sign in Equation W re-
verses.

In the simple gradient search which occurs
free oflhe de ign constraints, Equation 10 de-
fines the direction for the step change in the
scaled design vector.

Y'+I = Y.+ 6.S Vm (11)
J ' J

where VV
t

is a unir vector in the dlrection of
decreasing value in the constraint, Vk' For up-
per bound constraints. moving through the de-
sign space in the direction ofVv

k
reduces the

constraint value Vk' For lower bound con-
straints, a Ignreversal in Equation 12prodiuces
an increa e in the constraint value, Vk' for
motion in the gradient direction. The vector
sum of the gradients in the violated con strai Ilits,
Vh, is the second gradient of the feasible direc-
tion algorithm:

Vh= (13)

Constraint

Merit Contour

fig. 3 - feasible direction gradient vector.
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The gradient in, the violated eonstraints.Vh,
point towards the acceptable design pace from
the unacceptable design' pace, By itelr, it en-
abies the algorithm to tum an unacceptable ini-
tial guess into an acceptable trial design by a
succession of steps:

Fig. 3 •hows a constraint limit intersecting
(12) contour lines of improving merit function val-

ues. The figure shows gradients in the merit
function. Vm,and the impending constraint,
Vh. The feasible direction selected, Vf, is the
unit vector sum of these two gradients:

Vm+Vh
Vf=---

IVm+ Vhl

And the next design step becomes:

(15)

(16)

Solution
Tbe tel' size. 6S, is a significant element of

any optimization procedure (Ref 13). for stabil-
ity and directne s, the step 8JZe of this work
normally is fixed.Initially, the step size is 5% of
the range of a single design parameter. But the
procedure halves the step whenever a local mini-
mum i. reached, or the earch is trapped ina
constraint comer,

To end the design search, the procedure de-
clares a elution when the percent change in the
merit function, M. is less than a pre- el limit.

__ M....i_+I,--- _M.....". < e
lMj

(17)

If thi . limit is not reached, a pre-set ]:i'lllit of
optimization steps signals that the design search
is at an end,

Computer Program
The spiral bevel design problem is incorpo-

rated in the program asa series of de ign
analy i subroutine which evaluate the de-
sign constraint and merit function value for
(Continued on p. 36,)
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(Continued from p. 34.)
each design parameter vector. User interlaces
to the optimizing routine include: an input file,
an output file, terminal graphic output and
terminal text output and input

The program provides user control over its
operation through the input file and through
terminal interaction. The input file allows the
designer to set the design constants, active
constraints, the initial design parameter values
and design parameter ranges for the design
search. The design parameter ranges influence
the relati ve sensiti vit:ies of the differen t design
parameters in the search. By increasing the
range between the low and high limits on a
design variable, the designer makes that vari-
able more active in the design search. The
program does overcome poor initial design
values and should find the same optimum with
different parameter sensitivities, but adjust-
ments in these values give the designer control

Table 1- Design Parameter Values

Initial I: Shan angle

80 degree 100 degree

2.0 1.0 1.1

20 37 43

20.0 22.0 22.0

35.0 30.0 25.0

50.0 70.0 80.0

60.0 75.0 80.0

Face width, in.

Pinion teeth

Pressure angle, deg

Spiral angle. deg

Pinion shaft diameter, mm

'Gear shaft diameter,. mm

Table II- .Pmperty Values

I: Shaft angle

80 degree I 100 degree

Service life, hr 5,870 18,260

1.3 1.46

].34 1.48

.24.37 28.33

4.13 4..75

Bending stress, kS.i

Centact pressure, ksi

Pressure x velocity,

18.9

312

2.5

19'

396
3.4

106 psi.ft/min

Faee eentaes ratio

Radial contact ratio

Pinion cone aog.e, deg

Pini.on pitch diameter, in.
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in the optimization process.
In the tenninal interaction phase, the pro-

gram summarizes the optimal design and its
constraint values and offers the designer the
opportunity to modify the design. for a compari-
son analysis ..If this option is chosen, the modi-
fied design is analyzed, and a full report of its
properties is placed on the screen and in the
output file. The opportunity to modify the last
design continues until the designer chooses to
end the program.

The program includes a graphic output rou-
tine which generates a scaled schematic view of
the transmission similar to the drawing in Fig. 1.
This view is of the plane of the input and output
shafts. In the view, the basic components -
gears. bearings and shaft proportions - appear
in scale without the dimensions of Fig. 1. The
drawing improves design awareness in this early
stage of transmission evaluation.

Transmission Design
Consider the design of gear reductions to

transmit an input torque of 600 Ib-in. at t ,000
rpm at apower level of9.5 hp with aratio of2: L
The back-cone distance of the designs is fixed
at 5", as are the shaft lengths frorn the center of
the gear to the center of the rear ball bearing ..A
series of designs is sought with shaft angles that
vary from 60° to ] 20° ..Extra-Iight, 100 series
bearings are used throughout.

Six independent design parameters are
sought for each design:

1. The mesh face width, f;
2. The number of pinion teeth, N ;

p
3. The normal pressure angle, $;
4. The mesh spiral angie, \If;
5. The pinion shaft diameter, D ; and

p
6. The gear shaft diameter, Dg.

The optimal design criterion is the maximum
mean service life between overhauls for the
reductions.

Among the design constraints active in the
program are:

1. The tooth bending stress;
2. The tooth contact pressure;
3. The tooth pressure times the sliding

velocity;
4. The face contact ratio; and
5. The back-cone contact ratio.

The design constraints include radial dear-
ances between the bearings and! gears which
(Continued on p. 38.)
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Fig. " - 800 shaft angle design. with a life of 5,870 hrs,

1"o["!

.Fig. 5 - ]000 shaft angle design with iii life of 18,260 hrs.

Fig ..,6- Reduction mean service nfe versus shale angle tor optiimal
designs.
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key the interaction between the e component
in the de ign: . The inside bores of the bearings
are held to be mailer than the in ide rim of the
supported gear at its small end. Several other
factors such a contact ellip e hift, shaft stress,
back-cone involute interference. cutter radiu
dynamic load and roller bearing location are
included in the con traint list, bUI are not
listed for brevity's sake.

Table 1 Iists the initial guess and optimal
design values for the cases with shaft angles of
800 and 1000

• Table n lists the values of the
merit. function, the five cited con traints and
the pinion cone angle and pitch diameter for
these designs. Fig. 4 isa schematic of the 80."
design, and Fig. 5 shows the WOo haft angle
design. Both de ign have a diametral pitch
near 10. The two designs have nearly (be same
weight. but significantly different service lives
of 5.870 hours for the 8'00 haft angle de ign
and l 8,260 hours for the 100" hafl angle de-
sign. The service life difference i attributable
to the increase in pinion size with the increa e
in shaft angle. The larger pinion has lower
contact and bearing forces for the same (ran -
mined torque as well as larger and stronger
bearing . In all the designs, the weakest com-
ponent from a life standpoint is the rear ball,
bearing on the pinion haft.

A the haft angle increa es from 60" to
120.", the optimum design life increa es a
shown in Fig. 6 with the maximum rate of
increa e occurring at a shaft angle of90°. Lower
rates of increase in Me occur at low and high
shaft angle . The larger gear increased in cone
angle from 40.893° for the 60.0 shaft angle to

90" for the 1200 shaft angle. A cone angle of
90° make the output. gear 3. crown gear,

in the optima] designs. tile gear face widths
are le s than the 30q{. back-cone distance limit
of I ,5", and the numberofpinion teeth L larger
than expected, These results are due to interac-
tions of the pillion haft bearing life require-
ments with the face contact ratio and pinion
bore to gear internal diameter clearance limits.
The face contact ratio increase with increasing
pitch for the same back-cone distance. face
wi.dth and spiral angle. The bearing capacity
increases with its bore which also increases
with a decrea inggear face width for a fixed
(Continued 011 P'. 40.)
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(Continuedjromp.38.)
back-cone distance and cone angle.

For these designs, the number of teeth on
the pinion rose from 29 for a shaft angle of 60°
to 45 for a shaft angle of 120°. The pinion pitch
diameter increased from 3.27" for a shaft angle
of 60° to 5.0" for a shaft angle of 120°. The
pressure angle stayed nearly constant at 22°,
and the spiral angle dropped from 30° for shaft
angles below 90° to about 25° for shaft angles
of 90° and above.

Summary and Conclusions
A modified feasible directions gradient

search optimization procedure has been ap-
plied to the problem of designing a spiral
bevel gear reduction with a fixed back-cone
distance for a maximum life between service
overhauls. The gear and pinion shaft lengths
are equal to the back-cone distance, and each
shaft is supported in a ball and roller bearing
with the roller bearing close to the gear and
both bearings behind the gear. The spiral
bevel gear transmits a selected power at a
selected input speed to a given output speed
through a specified shaft angle.

The procedure finds six independent de-
sign parameter values: the mesh face width,
the number of pinion teeth, the pressure angle,
the spiral angle and the pinion and gear shaft
diameters. The diametral pitch of the gears is
a function of these parameters.

The optimization is performed by a pro-
gram with user interfaces which allow control
over the input parameters and enable the de-
signer to check other designs with the
program's analysis routines. Therefore, prac-
tical, near-optimal designs may be found with
the program.

Examples at various shaft angles demon-
strate a dramatic increase in service life with
an increase in shaft angle. The service lives of
the designed reductions are influenced strongly
by the lives of the pinion shaft ball bearings,
since the pinion shaft thrust load is a major
load in these reductions.

In the optimal designs, the gear face widths
are lower than the maximum allowed, and the
numbers of pinion teeth are greater than the
minimum allowed. The optimal pressure angles
are close to 22° for most designs, and the spiral
angles range from 30° to 25° as the shaft angle
increases .•
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Plastics Gears
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Surface measurement of any metal gear
tooth contact surface will indicate some degree
of peaks and valleys. When gears are placed in
mesh. irregular contact surfaces are brought
together in the typical combination of rolling
and sliding motion. The surface peaks, or
asperities, of one tooth randomly contact the
asperities of the mating toots .. Under the right
conditions, the asperities form momentary
welds that are broken off as the gear loath
action continues. Increased friction and higher
temperatures, plus wear debris introduced into
the system are the result. of this action.

The basic function of a lubricant is to pro-
vide an oil film that will eparate two mating
surfaces that move relative to one another, In
metal gearing, it is imperative that an ade-
quate lubricant and lubrication system be pro-
vided to prevent contact of surface asperities.
Once failure of the lubricant or lubrication
system is initiated, ultimate failure of the
gearing is likely.

Plastics Reactions
In plastics gearing. both molded and cut

plastics gears have the peak-and-valley surface
contour, This is th c re ult of manufacturing,
inherent machining equipment inaccuracies
and allowable tolerances. Some studies indi-
cate that under the right conditions, momen-
tary welding can occur ill plastics gears. A
compres ive stress is present as a set of gear
teeth come into contact. The stress moves from
the initial point of contact along the tooth pro-
file until th - teeth are 110 longer in contact The
compression causes the same subsurface stress

as in metal gears. When relati ve sliding take
place at the mating point of contact, heat
builds up at a localized point and material is
removed due to the shear stress. These factors
eontribnte to:

l. New, expo ed surface irregularities;
2. Free debris particles and erosion;
3. Increa ed energy requirements to main-

tain constant speed;
4. Increased friction and wear;
5. Increased heat generation;
6. Erratic, sluggish system response; and
7. Accelerated tooth contact surface change

reflected in output load fluctuations or motion
trail fer problem .

Significant lubrication differences and sim-
ilarities are found between lubrication of metal
and plastics gears. Applications, material and
design situations range ill plastics gearing
from the extreme of plastics gearing with no
lubrication and unfilled material to gears oper-
ating immersed in water, oil. or chemical
bath .. Present-day usage consists of maoy
combinations of lube/no-lube. filled/unfilled
materials and like/unlike materials. The ideal
low-cost gearing system is that requiring no
lubrication and unfilled. materials.

[0 a gear set that is designed, manufactured.
assembled and operated correctly ,the use of a
lubricant is recommended during the run-in
period. Continued lubrication serves primarily
to help reduce friction and assi t in heat dis i,-

pation at the tooth contact surfaces, since even
tbe best. quality standard gears cannot avoid
some degree of sliding contact during opera-



tion, Other uses of a lubricant inthe applica-
tion are flushing wear particles, dirt, and mois-
ture, providing corrosion protection to adjoin-
ing parts and lubrication of those parts. As in
all plastics gearing applications, gears should
be tested to determine design suitability. The
lubricant and lubrication method! should be
tested at the same time using the identical sys-
tems of the intended application at the required
service conditions.

Coefficients of friction, temperatures. stress
levels and wear factors of mating materials are
an indication of the necessity for use of a
lubricant, A low coefficient of friction indi-
cates that relatively small. amounts of input
energy are necessary to overcome sliding con-
tact conditions. SmaU wear factors for unit
load win provide longer wear life. When coef-
ficient of friction and wear data are not avail-
able, sub titute materials may be considered.
This is particularly advisable in plastics gear-
ing because much data have been generated
for the commonly used and most successful
gearing materials.

It is important to remember that lubricants
are chemicals .. Plastics are susceptible to
chemical attack. so a major consideration is
the type .of lubricant. selected for a particular
application, This selection process is aided by
tables provided by plastics material suppliers
and texts containing results of chemical com-
patibility tests. Test samples of candidate plas-
tics materials are immersed in the chemical of
interest at a certain temperature for a period of
time, Test samples are then weighed, and that
weight compared with pre-test weights.
Chemical attack of the plastic material. has
occurred if the sample weight has been
reduced or if crazing of the material is evident
If the test sample weight is increased, the indi-
cation is that absorption has occurred.
Remeasurement of the test sample can some-
times indicate the severity of the fluid absorp-
tion. In gearing, moisture or chemical absorp-
tion can be as severe a problem as chemical
attack, because small clearances for backlash
can easily be eliminated and wear initiated,

Discussion of chemical attack on plastics is
nolan indictment of the lubricant Practically
all types of lubricating oil contain at least one
additive. and some oils contain several differ-
ent types of additives. The amount of additive

used varies from a few hundredths of a percent
to 30% or more (Ref. 1). It is usually the
chemical action of the additives that is respon-
sible for the failure of plastics materials when
in contact for a period of time, under stress
conditions, subjected to adverse temperatures
or in contact with combinations of other sys-
tem materials.

Chemical compatibility data will usually
indicate exposure time and temperatures. The
question confronting the design engineer isjhe
applicability of the data for his or her applica-
tion. Operating stress levels are usually never
the same as the stress Ievel. of the test sample.
The same is true for the temperature and the
time of exposure. For th:is reason, some materi-
al suppliers provide data generated at wide
ranges of temperatures for extremely long peri-
ods of time. Regardless. gear life tests should
always be run unless significant experience
with a particular lubricant dictates otherwise.

Plastks Stress Level
The fact that lubricant attack is influenced

by stress level. is sometimes overlooked. Often
samples submitted for chemical compatibility
testing wiIU be at a specific stress level due to
normal sample preparation procedures. When
a gear is produced either by molding or cut-
ting, stresses are set up in the parts. These
residual stresses may Of may not be relieved
with subsequent manufacturing processes ..
Nevertheless, operating stresses are alsopres-
ent during running of the gears in their appli-
cation. The problem is that the reaction of the
gear materialsto the residual or operating
stress levels and operating temperatures may
produce significant lubricant and material
incompatibilities. Fortunately, experience has
shown that some lubricaats work better with
certain materials used in gears of common
sizes. with typical loads, and limited to reason-
able temperature levels. The result. is that
many materia] suppliers and gear houses are
aware of the lubricarn/plastics gear compatibil-
ity concern and can be of assistance in provid-
ing recommendations. However, since stress
levels and applications can be substantially
different, the recommendation is to test the
gears with the intended lubricant in actual situ-
ations. Where testing is impossible or imprac-
tical. all available experience and!reported data
should be consulted and analyzed.

lCIiffordllE" Adams
is a consultant specializ-
ing in plastics and fine-
pitch gearing. gear
design and analysis and
mechanical components
used in power transmis-
sion. He has over 35
years' experience in
design and engineering.
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Plastics gear lubrication is accomplished
using the following methods or in combina-

tions of the various methods:
I. Dry with no external or internal lubricant;
2. Initial application of external lubricant,

usually grea e;
3. Initial application. replenished at random

or fixed intervals;
4. Cominuous coverage by liquid bath;
5. Fillers such as carbon. graphite or molyb-

denum disulfide;
6. Gear filled with ilicone or similar lubri-

cant; and
7. Gears both filled with lubricants and

externally lubricated.
Other ConsidelGatioDs

A problem often encountered is adherence
of the lubricant to the tooth-contacting sur-
faces. Squeeze-out and throw-off by centrifu-
gal action has plagued gear user and is a con-
tinual problem in many applications. Some
innovative hOllsing designs have provided
deflectors that channel the oil or grease back
into the gear contact area. Selection of an
adhering type lubricant may resolve the prob-
lem in some applications. Nonspreading and
nonmigrating lubricants or oil creep barrier
films may also be po sible if carefully selected
for particular problem .

There are times when lubricants may be
con idered to be contaminants, This may be
particularly true where the lubricant is used on
food handling equipment. Inadvertent contact
with the food nece itates the use of certain
types, uch as the silicones.

Aceta] (polyforma\dehyde) is not vulnerable
to solvation (attack by lubricant components)
or crazing. However, it is qune sensitive to
buildup of acidic constituents. The most popu-
lar gearing marerials, acetal and nylon, are sus-
ceptible to chemical auack at temperatures
above 150°F and in trong acids and strong
alka.li ,particularly at full trength (Refs. 3,4).

The mo I versatile synthetic lubricant fami-
lies are the i1iconesand hydrocarbons, where
operating temperature ranges of -65°F to
+250QF are not uncommon.

Chen and Juarbe (Ref. 5) discuss lubricants
and MoSrfilled nylon gears. Gear oils with an
EP additive in the viscous range of 200-300cs
at 40°C are suitable for nylon. This isequiva-
lent to the AGMA mild "P lubricant #4EP ..
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Loads tested were heavy and operation was
low-speed.

Chemical equipment and chemical handling
equipment can be sources of contamination by
oils and grea es. Lubricants can contaminate
area such a office equipment. where paper
form , bills and account ledger materials mu t
pas through data proces ing machines. Care i
necessary so that creep. plash-out, dripping or
bleed do. not become a problem.

What to Look FOIi in a Plastics Lublii.cant
hem of importance are as fonows:
I. Correct viscosity. Minimum oil film

thicknes , continual recreation of a lubricated
surface, formation of a protective film. good
distribution with minimum squeeze-out,

2. Adequate temperature mnge. Fluid film
at Iow-temperature extreme, sufficient cover-
age and lubricating capability at bigh tempera-
ture extreme. minimum fluid breakdown at
high temperamre.

3. Chemical stability .. Minimum oxidation
under heat buildup may provide additinsal
protection.

4. Good lubricity. Minimum friction that
aids in control of operating temperature rise
may have additiveprotection.

Lubrtcant and Plastics
Compatibmt.y (Ref. 2)

Materials not usually a problem are nylon,
phenolic, diaUyl, phthalate. terephthalate poly-
esters, polytetrafluoroethyleae, polyethylene
and polypropylene.

Material thai. can be a problem are poly-
styrene. polyvinyl chloride, ABS resins,
polycarbonate, polysulfone, and polypheny-
lene oxides .•
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rotates past the hob. Each hob tooth cuts its
own profile, which i straight-sided. It is the
accumulation of these straight cuts thai pro-
duces the involute form 011 the gear teeth. The
gear profile i formed a little at a time ina
series of cuts. This method is known as the
generating process of cutting gears. As the
number of flute in a hob are increased, the
number of cutting teeth also increases. Thus.
given the same feeds and speeds, a hob with a
higher number of flutes will generate a
smoother profile.

Selection of the Type
of Dobbing Operation

The selection of the type of bobbing opera-
tion i dependent upon the class of gear re-
quired, the type of equipment available, the
condition of the equipm.ent, the experience of
the work force or [he personal preference ofthe
gear designer, In some cases there Nay be more
than one manufacturing method available to
obtain the same end result.

Finish Dobbing. Finish hobs are u ed La
put the final tooth form on a part. No secondary
operations are performed on the tooth after
hobbing, therefore, the hob cuts tile part teeth to

the finish tooth dimensions. Gears can.be finish-
hobbed if the quality level permits, and the
machine and fixturing are accurate enough. See
Fig. 3, for achievable gear qnalitie ..Note that
this chart fs only a guideline, with actual result
dependent upon the equipment and tooling avail-
able, the experience of the work force and the
control of the heat treating process.

Hob Basics
Part I

IKeilh Liston
Pfauter-Maa,g Cutting Too~ls.ILIP"

Loves Par:k.,IL.

The Bobbing Process
The bobbing process involves a hob which

is threaded with a lead and i rotated in con-
junction with the gear blank at a ratio depen-
dent upon the number of teeth to be cut A
single thread hob cutting a 40-toothgear will
make 40 revolutions for each revolution of the
gear. The cutting action in bobbing is continu-
ous, and the teeth are formed in one passage of
the hob through the blank. See Fig. 1 for a
drawing ofa typical hob with orne common
nomenclature.

Fig. 2 shows tbe generating process of
hobbing. This diagram shows the cutting ac-
tion of consecutive teeth in a. bob thread pass-
ing through the gear space as the gear space

Lead

Variation
Along
HeliX
From

Tooth 10
Tooth
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Fig. 1 - Hob nomenclature.



Sem:i~Finish Dobbing. Semi-finish hob-
bing differs from finish bobbing, since a sec-
ondary operation is performed on the tooth
form after the bobbing operation. Secondary
operations include having, grinding. rolling
or skiving. to name the more common meth-
ods. Semi-finish hob leave stock on the tooth
form to be removed by the fiaishing tool. The
stock remaining must be of a minimum and
uniform amount; therefore, semi-finishing
hobs must have the arne accuracy as fini. hing
tools. Hobs ofground accuracy are frequently
used as semi-finishing hobs. This is especially
true if multiple-thcead hobs are used, because
thread-to-thread inaccuracies in unground tools
can deteriorate part quality,

Ul.e finishing operation call be performed
on parts in the soft green state or can be per-
formed afler hardening the parts. Shaving and
rolling are soft gear fini hing methods. while
grinding and skiving are used on hard gear.

Rough Hobbing. A rough hobbing opera-
tion is intended to remove metal. tock quickly
without concern for the final part tolerances.
A second hobbingoperation is always re-
quired. Roughing hobsare used on coarse
pitch gears where a relatively large amount of
metal removal is necessary .. Roughing bobs
are designed 10 remove metal fa ter with less
too] wear and less machine strain. Higher pro-
duction rate are obtained with lower overall
'lOO] cost.

Design Features
Topping •. Topping bobs cut the outside

diameter ofthe part to finish size (Fig. 4). The
outside diameter i held concentric (0 the pitch
diameter. The resuhing tooth thickness is held
to a constant relation to the outside diameter.
The tooth thickness of the gears can be easily
verified by measuring the outside diameter of
the part. The use of topping hobscan often
result ina co t savings for the user. Finish-
hobbed gears can be chucked on the outside
diameter ill sub equent operations for hole
fini hing, Their use also eliminates the need
for an accurate finish-turning operation 'on the
gear blank prior to hobbing.

Semi- Tuppin.g. Semi-topping hobs have
a ramp near the bottom of the hob tooth to
provide a chamfer on the part tooth (Fig, 5).
The purpose of this chamfer is to reduce the

&r-J GearTooth

Complete Cutting Process
Performance of IndividualTeeth

Fig. 2 - A) Generating action of a hob in cutting the profiles 01 gear teeth.
8) Performance of an individual hob tooth.

MACHINING METHOD
Fr" Run-out
Ip = PilCh Variation
FI = Profile
F~" Lead
II = Tooth·to·Tooth Composite
Fi " Total CompoSite

SOURCE COMPARISONS: DIN 3962 .(1974) and AGMA 390.03.
NOTE: See the actual standards for exact comparisons.

PossibleOnly Under UP
Special Conditions __

-- --- -----

Fig. 3 - Obtainable gear qualities by machining methods.

Keiifh Liston
Toppingl

is an Engineering Man-
ager witll PJoutl!r-Moog
Cutting Tools. L. P. Hr
holds a B.S. in Industrial
EngineuingJrom the Uni-
versitY of Wisconsill -
Plauevtlte and' an MBA
from the University of
WiSCOII' ill- WhireWClltr.
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Fig. 4 - Topping hob.



Gear Toolh

----------------- --

Fig. 5 - Semi-topping hob.

Comer !Radius

Fig. 6 - Corner radius hob tooth.
- -- - ---

Full Radius

Fig. 7 - Full radius hob tooth.

Cap Radius

Fig. 8 - Cap radius hob tooth.
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po ibility of nicks on the involute profile
when large numbers of gears are being
handled. In addition, debarring operations
are often eliminated or reduced because the
burr is thrown away from the involute pro-
file. The form ofa semi-topping modi fica-
tion will vary with the number of teeth in the
gear, just as the width of the top ofthe gear
tooth varies.

Radius. The top of hob teeth are designed
with radii to help reduce the tip wear while
providing greater strength '10 (he gear teeth.
The size of the radiu is often dictated by the
true involute form (T.LF.) diameter and the
root diameter. A standard finishing gear hob is
designed with corner radii which are equal to
[/10 the tooth thickness. Semi-finishing bobs
are usually given larger radii. than finishing
hobs. The deeper form is better able to accom-
modate a larger radiu without violating the
TJ.F. diameter.

Three types. of radii are shown in Figs. 6-8.
The corner radius (Fig. 6) is the most common
type u ed 011 all standard hobs. The full radius
(Fig. 7) provides the best wear characteristics.
but. is less likely to adhere to the root diameter
and TJ.F. diameter con traints. The fun cap
radius (Fig . .8) is the poorest overall design
becau e of its tendency to wear at. the intersec-
tion points. This last option i only used when
all other possibilities have failed.

Keep in mind that a. true radius on a hob
tooth does not generate a single radius in the
gear fillet. Rather. a trochoid is produced. A
trochoid is best described as a series of con-
necting fillet radii.

Hob Aecuracles
Classes of Hob. Hobs are available in 5

different accuracy classe . as foHows:
AA - Ultra Preei ion Ground

A - Precision Ground
B - Commercial Ground
C - Accurate Unground
D - Commercial Unground

The tolerances for classe A-O have been
establ ..ished by the Metal Cutting Tool Insti-
tute. Class AA tolerances were establi bed
by the Barber-Colman Company. The toler-
ances associated with the e 5 classes are
presented in Fig 9.

(Continued on p. 52,)'



Fig. 9 - Single·Thread and Multi·Thread Gear Hob Tolerances
(All readings in tenths of a thousandth of an inch.)

--------------- -

1 2 3 4 5 6 9 13 20 30 51
IDia:me:tral Pitch, IIm.l thru Ihru fhru thru Ihru thru thru thru Ihru and

1.999 2.999 3.999 4.999 5.999 8.999 12.999' 19'.999 29.999 50.999 fiTler
- -

Run-out 114Th~ldl Class
----- --- - -- ---- ----- - - --

Aft. 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
IHub Face" A 8 5 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2'

8 10 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2
C 10 8 4 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2
0 10 8 5 5 4 4 3 3 3 3

I
AA .2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1

Hub Diameter' A 10 5 II 3 3 3 2 2 2 .2 2
8 12 8 6 5 4 II 3 2 2 2

I
C 12 8 ,6 5 4 II 3 2 2 2 2

I
0 15 10 8 8 6 6 6 5 4 3

AA 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
.outside, A 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 7 5
Diameter' S 40 30 25 20 15 15 15 10 10 7

C 50 45 40 25 20 17 17 12 12 U) 8
D 60 55 50 45 35 35 30 25 20 15

-

l.ead Variation
,

I Aft. 4 3 2 U 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.5
A 7 5 4 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Tooth to Tooth" e 10 8 6 4 3 3 3 3 3 21 Thread C 15 12 8 6, 5 4 4 4 4 3 3
D 25 20 16 14 12 10 10 a 6 5

A 8 6 5 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2
2 Thread B 12 10 7 6 5 5 5 4 3 2

C 16 14 10 9 7 6 6 5 5 3, 3
D 27 22 18 16 14 12 11 9' 8 6,

A. 9 7 6 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2
3 Thread B 14 12 8 7 6 6 5 5 4 3

C 21 1,6 12 10 8 7 6 5 5 4 3
D 29 24 20 18 16 14 12 10 9 7

A 10 t 6 5 4 4 4 3 3 3 2

I

4 Thread B 16 13 '9 8 7 !6 6 5 4 4
C 24 18 13 11 9 7 7 16 5 4 4
D 31 26 22 20 18 16 13 11 10 8

AA 8 6 4 3 3 .2 2 1.5 1.5
AnyOne A 25 18 10 8 6 5 5 4 4 3 3
Axial Pitch' !B 35 25 17 11 9 7 7 16 6 4
1 Thread C 4'S 35 22 14 11 9 9' 8 8 8 6

0 60 50 40 30 .25 20 .20 18 16 1'4

A 25 20 10 8 6 5 5 4 4 3 3
2-4Thread B 35 30 17 12 10 8 8 7 7 4

C 45 35 22 18 15 12 12 10 10 B 6

I

D 60 50 40 30 25 20 20 18 16 114

AA 12 9 ,6 5 5 4 4 3 3

Any Three Axiall A 38 26 15 12 9 8 8 7 7 5 5

I

B 53 38 22 16 12 11 10 9 9 7
Pitches' C 70 50 30 21 16 14 13 12 12 12 81 Thread D 120 100 80 60 50 40 35 25 .20 16

I
(Conbnued Next Page)
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Fig. 9 (cont.) - Single-Thread and Multi-Thread Gear Hob Tolerances
(All readings in tenths of a thousandth of an inch.)

2 3 4 5 6 9 13 20 30 51
Diamelral Pitch thru !hru !hru Ihru Ihru Ihru Ihru Ihru Ihru Ihru and

1.999 2.999 3.999 4.999 5.999 8,999 12.999 19.999 29.999 50.999 finer

lead Variation (con t)

Any Three A 38 30 15 12 9 8 8 7 7 5 5
Axial Pilches' B 53 38 22 20 15 12 12 W 10 7
2-4Thread C 70 50 30 28 20 18 16 1!4 14 12 8

0 120 100 80 60 50 40 35 .25 .22 18

Adiacent Thread to A 11 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 3 3 3

I

Thread Spacing' B 14 12 11 10 9 8 6 5 5 5
2 Thread C 20 17 15 13 11 10 9 8 7 6 5

0 26 22 19 17 15 13 12 11 10 9

A 13 11 10 8 7 6 5 4 4 4 3
3 Thread B 16 14 12 11 10 9 7 7 6 6

C 22 19 16 14 13 11 10 9 8 7 6
0 28 24 20 18 16 15 13 12 11 10

I

A 15 13 12 9 8 7 6 5 4 4 3
4 Thread B 18 1'6 14 12 11 10 8 7 7 6

C 24 21 18 15 14 12 11 10 9 8 7
0 30 .26 22 20 18 16 14 13 12 11

Tooth Profile
-

Pressure Angle·
AA 2 2 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 1.5
A 10 5 3 3 .2 2 2 2 2 2 2

or Profile' S 16 8 5 5 4 3 3 3 3 2
1 Thread C 25 15 10 5 4 3 3 3 3 3 3

0 80 55 30 li8 12 8 8 6 5 4

I

A 12 7 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 22 Thread B 18 10 7 5 5 4 3 3 3 2
C 27 16 11 7 5 4 3 3 3 3 3

I0 80 55 30 18 12 8 8 7 6 5

A 15 8 5 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 2
3-4Thread B 20 10 7 5 5 4 4 3 3 2

C 27 16 11 7 5 4 4 3 3 3 3
D 80 55 30 18 12 8 8 7 6 5

I

M 100 80 70 60 60 40 40 30
Start of Approach A 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 40 30
(Plus or Minus) B 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 50 40
1 Thread C 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 50

D 260 .240 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80
! A 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 50 40 I

2-4Thread 8 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 50
I C .220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80 60 50
II 0 260 240 220 200 180 160 140 120 100 80

I

Symmetry of M 70 60 50 40 40 25 25 25
Approach> A 150 130 120 100 90 80 60 50 35 25
1 Thread B 180 150 130 120 100 90 80 70 45 35

C 180 150 130 120 tOO 90 80 70 55 45
0 200 180 160 140 120 110 100 90 80 60

A 150 130 120 100 90 80 60 50 40 30
.2·4Thread

B 180 150 130 120 100 90 80 70 60 50
C 180 150 130 120 100 90 80 70 60 50
0 200 180 160 140 120 110 100 90 80 60

(Conbnued Next Page)
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Fig.9 (cent.) - Single-Thread and Multi-Thread Gear Hob Tolerances
(All readings in tenths of a thousandth ot an inch.)

2 3 4 5 6 9 13 20 30 51!
Diametral P,ltch thru Ihru Ihru lhru lhru Ihru lhru thru thru thru and

1.999 2.999' 3.999 4.999 5,'999 8,999 12.999 19.999 29.9991 50.9991 finer

Tooth Profile tccn t.) Class

Tooth Thickness AA 15 15 10 10 10 10 to 5 5
,(Minus Only) A 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10 10 5 5
1-4 Thr·ead B 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10 W 5

C 35 25 20 20 15 15 15 15 15 10 10
D 40 35 30 25 20 20 .20 20 20 15

S ha rpeni n9 (14 Thread)

AA 20 15 10 8 8 6 6 16 6

Spacing !Between A 40 30 25 20 15 10' 10 10 10 10 10
Adjacent Flutes' B 50 45 40 30 .20 15 15 10 10 10

C 50 45 40 30 20 15 15 10 10 10 10
D 60 60 50 50 30 25 25 20 17 17

AA 40 35 .25 15 15 15 15 15 15
Spadng !Between A 80 60 50 40 30 30 30 25 25 20 20

B 100 90 80 60 50 50 50 40 35 30
:Non-Adjacent Flutes' C 100 90 80 60 50 50 50 40 35 30 30

D 120 120 100 100 80 80 70 60 50 40

AA 10 8 6 5 5 3 3 3 3
Cutting Faces A 30 15 1:0 8 6 5 5 3 3 3 3
HadiaITo B 50 .25 15 10 8 7 7 5, 5 5
Cutting Depth" C 50 25 15 10 8 1 7 5 5 5 5

D 100 75 50 40 30 20 20 15 15 10
Face Width 0·1" '"·2' 2"·4' 4'-7' 7"& up

AA B 10 15 20 20
Aocuracy of Flutes •. A to 15 25 30 50
Straight And Helical' B 10 15 25 30 50

C 10 15 25 30 50
D 15 23 38 45 75

Bore 114 TinecI)
- - -- - ---- --- ------ ------

"Tala I indical.or varialion.
Class AA Ultra Precision Hobs are made single thread: only.
Tolerances apply only to standard or recommended hob diameters.

Diameter,
Strigh! Bora
(Plus Only)

Percent of
Bearing Contact,
Straight !i3()re

Percent of
Bearing Contact,
Taper Bore

Bore 'Diameter 1.500' 1.250' .750' .500' & smaller

2 2 2
2 2 2
3 2 2
3 2 2
5 4 3,

2.500' 2.000'
AA
A
B
C
D

B
10
10
10

8
1()
10
10

5
8
8
6

AJII Diameters Length
AA
A
B
C
D

75
75
75
60
50

A'll Tapers C'lrcumference Length

AA
A
B
C

95
90
90
9()

75
60
60
60
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Plotting Path

Hob loath

Specified
Radial
Plane'
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Fig. 10- Method of measuring profile error of the hob.
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Fig. 11 - Hob lead chart measuring lead error in one axial pitch.
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(Colltinued from p. 48.)
Hob Accuracyvs, Gear Accura,cy. Hob

accuracy has a direct relationship to the qual-
ity of the gears produced. It is generally ac-
cepted that tile gear errors attributable to hob
inaccuracies are the gear profile errors, and
that gear profile errors are equal to the sum of
the hob profile error and the hob lead error in
one axial pitch, It should be noted that hob lead

error is a composite of several elements.
Hob Profile Error. Pressure angle or pro-

file error is the departure of the actual tooth
profile from the correct tooth profile. The ac-
tual hob profile is allowed to vary from the
specified hob profile entirely in the plus direc-
tion, entirely in the minus direction or split
and divided in any ratio, provided the total
deviation does not exceed the specified value.
This maximum value can occur anywhere along
the hob profile, and the variation ofthe profile
on one ide of the thread has no relationship to
the variation on the other side of that same
thread. The profile of either side can vary to
the maximum positive or negative values in-
dependently. However, both must be within
the specified tolerance. Fig. 10 is an illustra-
tion of the mariner in which the hob profile
error is measured by plotting. Hob tooth pro-
file error is reproduced directly in the gear
tooth profile.

Lead Error. Hob lead error (misposition-
ing of hob teeth along the thread) has varying
effects. Tooth-to-tootherror produces small
form or finish irregularities in a relatively
localized spot, A hob lead error encompassing
a whole axial pitch or more will change the
gear tooth profile along the whole flank of the
tooth from lip to root.

Lead error in one axial pitch is the maxi-
mum deviation from the theoreucal thread
helix in any group of hobteeth equal to the
number of hob teeth in one axial pitch. This
number of hob teeth may be selected any-
where in the length of the hob and is equal. to
the number of hob gashes divided by the [lum-
ber of threads, Fig, 11.illustrates the reading of
the hob leaderror in one axial pitch,

Part 2 of thisarticle win appear i.11 the next
issue. It will cover sharpening errors and fin-
ish hob design considerations .•

References:
I. American Pfauter, l... P. Gear Process Dynamics,
Malloy Lithography, Inc. 1985.
2. Barber Colman Company. Hob Handbook, Rock-
ford, IL. 1954.

Ackncwledgement: Printed willi permission of the
copyright holder, tile American Gear Manufacturers
Association, 1500 King St., Alexandria, VA. 22314.
Copies are available [rom the association. The opin-
ions. statemems and conclusion presented ar,/! those
of the Author and ill 110 way represent/Ill' position or
opinion of AGMA.
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SA.LES & SERVICE

Many Models and
Sizes to choose .from:
V Gear Shapers
II' Gear Hobbers
II' Gear Shavers
II' Gear Honers
II' Gear Grinders
II' Hob Sharpeners
II' mspeetton E.quipment

_SEE US.,
BOOTH #451

over 35 years experience in gears and gear equipment
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[f, fHPfAIiSL ~URlII~
WHENI YOU NIEED INTRI:CATE DESIGNS AND' METICULOUS CRAfTSMANSH'IP, RELY ON ,FAlRLANE GEAR, INiC.,

NEW MACHINES JUST PURC!HASED
..., KAPP CNC HARD FINISHER
..., AMERICAN PFAUTER CNe HOB'S

! WE Q,FFER:
• GearNoise Reduction Program
• ExpertT echnical Assistance
"Gear Cutting in a Wide Range

of Sizes, Types &. Quantities
• Prototype &. Emergency Re-

pair I Rebuild Service

'I'COMMITIMENl fa DUALITY
Reishauer Ground Gears
M&. M Precision Gear Checker
Kapp CBN Hard Finished Gears
American Pfauter CNC Hob
Coordinate Measurement

Machine I

Fully implemented SPC, and data ,I
communications capabilities.

Gualitygears upto AGMA 15, MlIL-
'-4520BA, MIL-STD-45662

S:IZE RANGE -Smaller than an For the ultimate in quality gears,
inch to 48" call or send inquiries to:

TYPES:
Spur - Internal &.External
Helical - Internal & External
Worms, Worm Gears
Serrations - Shafts
Splines - Internal &. Extermal
Sprockets' Clusters
Segments - Spindles
Ratchets - Gear Boxes

E3Fairlane Gear, Inc.

P. O. Box 409 A
Plymouth, MI4B170

I Phone (313) 459-2440'
180'0)837-1773

Fax (313)459-2941
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ADVERTORIAL

Shaving
,GEAR S!HAVIING IMPROVES

QUALITY
ANID IRIEDUCE.S CYCL.E TIME BY OVEIR 1000%

Important technical advances are bringing the efficiency
and part consistency of gear shaving to a wide range of
conical shaped - marine drive gear ets.

Anyone involved in gear manufacturing today will teU you
~hat gear tolerance requirement are continually becoming
tighter and tighter. A prevailing, yet co tly, attitude
towards meeting these requirements has been to grind
gears after heat treat.

Recem developmenti.n gear shaving technology have
begun to reverse this trend and revitalize gear shaving as
the primary method of producing a lower cost and high.er
quality gear ..

A perfect example of thi trend reversal is a major Marine
drive manufacturer's "Conical" Drive appllcauon, (ee
photo insert) This significant change in design concept
allows boat engines to be installed level as opposed to on
an angle. Each gear was ground 011 a worm-wheeltype
grinder, and required a 15 minute cycle time. Becau: e of
numerous problem encountered in the manufacturing of
thi part, the company wa forced to can ideralternate I

manufacturing methods.

A team of Red Ring engineers went to work on this
manufacturing application. They recommended using the
plunge having method. which completely finish haved
each part ill. one minute. The lest gears have been
manufactured oon i lently 10 size, and run quieter than
when they were ground. Needless to say, the customer is
excited about these results.

The particular part shown has 51 teeth, a 28 degree helix
angle and an almo t 7.0 inch pilch diameter in malleable
ironand a 1.750 inch face width. The part also has an 8
degree cone angle. With manualloading each machine
can nowproduce 45 parts per hour.

This partis difficult to manufacture because it taper not
only across the face plane (the 8 degree cone angle) but the
teeth themselves also taper from end to end.

It. wa determined that the cutter hould be ground on
one of National Broach & Machine's 6-a1{is S series
grinder becau e of the complex geometry involved.
The combination of form grinding and a rigid high-
horsepower machine, allowed this cutter to be ground from
the solid to the extremely close tolerances required ..

Th dejgn and development of gear having solutions ha
been ::I large part of . atioaal Broach & Machine
Company's business since the company was founded over
60 years ago.

National Broach fir t successfully haved an external gear
using the rotary crossed-axis method in 1932. Since then,
REID RING gear : baying machines and tool have
continually improved. Many differemprecision external
configurations and tooth forms are now produced daily by
this high production, yet economical, method.

Let the National, Broach & Machine de ign team find a
solution for your difficult gear manufacturing jobs, and
improve gear quality while lowering your part co t.

For more information on gear shaving contact your RED
RIG. ales representative or:
National Broach & Machine Co.
17500 Twenty-Three Mile Rd.
Macomb. MI 48044
Te 'ephone: (313) .26)·.olOO
FAX: (313) .263-4571
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OUf new, climate-controlled 45,()()()sq, ft, facility houses one ofthe nation's most
modem fleet of Reishauers, Our 3015 CNC machine provides high production
and faster set-ups - without compromising quality. Our 300E Electronic grinder
can attain AGMA 15 levels and sets up faster than conventional machines, AlA
and Fellows grinding are also available. And all are backed by our MIL] 45208
Quality lab and team of professionals with 20 years of grinding experience, CaU,
write, FA.X, or visit.

1750 Milton Ave.- Syracuse, NY 13209 - FAX 315·488·0196
A member company of Gear Motions, Inc.

CIRCLE P.-39 on READER, REPLY C.4<R0

Precision Spur Gear,ing
delivered to you in Iless than

2 weeks!

Wire EDM Generation of:
• Non-Involute Profi'les

• Internall Gea,rs • Exter,nall Gears
• Speciall Shapes
• ~Spl'ines • Cams

• Wire EDM Master 'Gears certifiab'l~e to AGMA
Master Gear Class 2.

- Standard or Custom Designs at no extra charg.e.
• We can cut any electrically conductive mater:iat
• Sizes from less than 1'" to "
• Complete deslgnandl inspection services avail'able.

Accu-Prompt Inc. & Kleiss Engineering
100 83rd Avenue. Fridley. MN 55432

Phone: (612) 783·1020 • fax: (612) 783-1022
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,CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER 14-16
Ohio State University course on gear

i noise ..For more information contact
Carol J. Bird (614) 292-32004.

SEPTEMBER 20~24
AGMA Gear Training School, Based
at Illinois Institute of Technology,
Chicago. n, Contact AGMA Head-
quarters, (703) 684-021 L

SEPTEMBER 22~23
Bevel Gear Systems. Two-day pro-
gram by University of the Wisconsin-
Milwaukee held in Windsor Locks,
CT. For more information, contact
(414) 227-3125..

SEPTEMBER 28-29
SME Statistical Process Control For
Gears Clinic. Hyatt Regency WQod-
field (Chicago), Schaumburg, IL.
Contact (800) 733-4763 for more
information,

OCTOBER 11-13
University of Cincinnati Center for
Industrial Heat Treating Processes
workshops. Days Inn, Downtown
Detroit, MI, Phone (513) 556-27]0.

OCTOB,ER 19'-.21
SME Clinic IOn Remanufacturing,
Reburlding & Retrofitting Machine
Tools. Dayton Hilton Hotel, Dayton,
OH. CaU (800) 733-4763.

OCTOBER 26·28,
SME International Grinding Confe-
rence, Sabin Convention Center,
Cincinnati, OH. Contact SME at
(800) 733-4763.
, OOPS!

In our last issue. we omiued the credit line on
the article. "CNC Bevel Gear Generators and
Flared Cup Gear Grinding," by Theodore J.
Krenzerv Director of Gear Theory at the
Gleason Works. Rochester, NY. We regret
any inconvenience to OUf readers.
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GEAR TECHNOLOGY
$40.00 for 1 year 1(6issues)1 in the U.S.;

$50.00 in Canada; $5'5.00 lelsewher'e.
Call '(800)1451-8166tOI place your order.

For fine to medium pitc!h gears, up to 7" in diameter, there's only
one choice for mechanical or CNC hobbing machines. Since quality is
your first concern, choose the name that is recoanzed as the cutting
,edge:of gear technol:ogy.

CHOICE OF AUiOMAlilON
• Manual or automatic

loading!

• Operator
friendty controls

• Two~cut, crowning,
automatic skIving

• 7-axis Mlodel200 CNC
with Quick-change
too'lingl

CALl TOD.AYFOR P,RICES
AHD AVAlLABWTY

"You ,e~ quality and yo.uge' ,It."",,,-=_--=-=1
'KOEPFER AMERIOA Limited Partnership
635 Schneider IDrive '. South Elgin, illinois 60177
Telephone 7,08·931-4121 Fax 7()8.931:-4192
Jos. K~pfe-tr .!It SOhne GmbH '. FwtwWllgen, west Gennan.y
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•"Come see us al
AGMA Gear ExpD,

Booth #331."

Yet for all the
savings, i(s a

HoOer,which means
it's more accurate,

more sophisticated,
andjust plain better

than the competition.

Today is a good day
to fulfill your destiny.
Call 1-800-888-1967,

ext 42 for a free brochure
on the Zeiss Honer ZP·25o.
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SERVlCE

GEAR TOOTH
GR,IINIDIINIG SIERVleES

• Cost efiectivB gear tooth grinding
specialists

'. Gear manufacturers are our only
customers

• Prototype and production quantities
., Capacity to 27.5' P.IO., 3.'5 D. P.
•..Able to match delivery to your

requirements
• All service to AGMA standards with

Certified Gear Inspaetiun Equipment
- - -- - ---

PRO-GEAR COMPA,NV. IINC,
_ P'roii1'e Engineeri'ng, Iinc.

c ,0 If'I ~ 100'.Riv~rStre~t
",,~,.,~ Springfield. VI 05156

4.. ~~<o (\'1'\ (802) 885·9176... ):r 'i" FAX (8021 885-3745

23 Dick IRoad Depew,. NY 14043
Phone (716) 684·3811

Fax (7161684·7717
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Save your inspection
DOLlAIRS
Let us upgrade your
present equipment
to better-than-new
PERF'ORMANCE

rrw (;J·::\I{
I~SI'H'TIO~ SYSTEi\IS

-- ----

Service - Upgrades - Rebuilds

75 years of de ignand manufacturing
know-how go into the servicing. re-
building. and upgrading of ITW gear
inspection systems. ITW de ignedl
them. ITW built them. ITW know
how to keep' them running.

.' Factory loaner
'. Cnrnpenentavailabiiity 'from

yo!.!r OEM supplier
,. Latest technology in digital
adjustments

,I Computerized data evaluation

For Fellows and [TW U1itron
We reploce your reoorder ampli-

fiers with new technology that
performs more reliabl:y than OEM
equipment, Wby? State-of-the-art
electronics. Our new direct replace-
ment units use signal conditioning
fCs - the number of components
(and therefore the co !) igrearJy
reduced. And we improved
safety. Start saving today. -

PHONE 70'8377-2496
:FAX 70'8 377-2~546

~
Q
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To adve.rtiise in
Gear Techno/o:rry

Call (108) 43}'-6604.
CIRCLE A-57 ,on R,EAIOER' IREPLY CARD

HEAT TREATING

Contour Induction
Hardeniing Specialli'sts

,SPUI, helical 8nd,bevel gears
Our gear hardening equipment
includes 4 N_ATCO submerged
process machines and 3 AJAX
CNC-c,onlrolied gear scanning
machines. We can also 1001 10
meet any production need.
Write lor a free brocbure,

American Metall Treating Campanw:
1043 lEast 62n d Str,a at
Cleveland.OH 44103

(216) 431-4492
Fax: (2161431-1'508

COMPUTER AIDS

CAN] USE A EXISTING TOOL
TO CUT MY JOB???

GCP-I Gear Calculation Program

=Cboose from 6 different AGM depth systems
or plug in your exisling 100/ data.

, Matches by base pitch,

,. Lets you change wire size.

• Calculates span measurement ..minor diam-
eter, land at major. 1.1.1'. base tooth thick-
nesses. apex of gear. operating pilch and pres-
sure angle. involute of pressure allgle and
roll angles.

• Graphically display approxrmare space pro-
file being generated,

• Checks for trimming on intemalgears.

Five powerful programs on I disc written by
the people thai understand gearing.

ASH 'GEAR & PPL Y I ORP.
Phone: (313) 357·5980

Fax: (313) 357-4324
Booth 323 at AGMA Gear Expo '93
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Rates: Line classifled - $37.50 per line. 8 linesper inch. $300 minimum. Classified Display - per inch (3" min.) IX - $170, 3X-$ 160. 6X - $150. Type will be
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REPS WANTED :

RE.IPS WANTEID
SALES REPRESENTATIVES DB

AG ENTS WANTED
We' are looking for enthusiastic people
with spiral bevel,gear experience.

Please apply in writing with:
• CV/Resume if individual
• brochures and relevant into if company.
to:

A9A,
GEARS

P.O.lBox 120
SF -33101
TAMPERE
Finland
Mr. V-M Kosmaa
Sales Manager

REPS WANTEID
Sales reprasantatlves wanted for

major machine tool and broach manu-
facturer for the CalifornialWashingtonl
Oregon areas.

We are looking for professional orga-
nizations or individuals with ,giear and
sales experience.

ONLY GEAR.IPEOPLE.
INEED APPLY!

Please apply in writing with:
• CV/Resumeif individual
• Brochures and relevant info if company

BoxVT
P.O. Box 1426
Gear TechnologV
Elk Grove Village, IL 60009

HELP WANTED'

~

I

DIRECTOR OF SAL.ES & MARKETTNG: $85.0001
Boou s. Custom Gear Design and Repair. National Rep
and Direct Sole'.
DESIGN ENGINEER: $55.000. Custom Gear Box es,
AmoCAD.
PLANT SUPERINTENDENT: $50·S/Boou s. Super-
vise 100-150. Gear CUlling.
Comaen Ann Hunsucker. Excel 1\'<l>ci3Ies, P.O.Bux
520, Cordova. TN 38018 OHaJt (90 I) 757 -9600 or
FI\X 1901) 754-2896.

I
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- ---- -

It's Sti II the E,c,onomy,
Stup,id!

(Continued from p. 7.)
more than one takes in indefinitely, and
we have to stop pretending that the
government can play by a different set
of rules. We have to come to the collec-
tive realization that we will all have to
take a hit 011 this one in order to get our
economic house In order. We have to let
our representatives know that we mean
business about this, and that we expect
them to mean it as well.

Ihave avoided using numbers in this
editorial to describe the deficit. Frankly,
[don't know what a trillion really means,
much less four, five or six of them. l
don't know if anyone else does either.OUR CONTACT IN U.S A

NORDIC INTERNATIONAL INC.
Me Thad N. Schott T1.· h numb d

1340 Depot Street. Cleveland. Ohio 44116 USA nrowing sue num ers aroun gener-
L-__ T_et_·t2_1_6)_33_1_.2_23_J._F_a~_;_12_16_)3_3_1._22_32_---Ji I aces tar more heat rha.nlight

But I think I can sketch a picture of

mary answer: not a good one.) And
we are already hearing the ember

warnings from Washington that, given
the deficit, the government will not be
able to help as much as it would like to
or even as much as it should.

Here is what the deficit is really
costing us: our ability to respond to
national emergency and to support the
best instincts of our national character.
This flood relief is not a pork barrel
program. The people and cities behind
the sandbags are not lazy we!fare cheats,
rich fat cats, PACs or the other villains
on whom we usually blame our spend-
ing troubles. They're ordinary citizens
just like us who, reasonably enough,
look to the government for help to do
what individually it is impossible for
them to do themselves.

We as a nation want to help. and
surely we will. But we have to know
that the money we use to help will be
borrowed money. As a nation we have
saved nothing for this very rainy day.

And the Flood of '93 is only the
what our failure to get a handle on the . beg.inning: There will be other natura]
deficit will mean - is already begin-
ning to mea:n- for this country.

Over tile last few weeks, like most
of the rest of the country, I have
watched with fascination. awe and
horror the devastation thatthe flood-
ing Mississippi and Missouri Rivers
have brought to the Midwest We
have seen the very best that America
is in these news clips: the courage,
determination, charity and grit of it
citizens in the face of what seems like
overwhelming disaster, SLImmedup by
a dentist from somewhere i.n Iowa
whose own home and business were
safe. explaining why he was working
to save yet another levee: "When your
neighbors are in trouble, you help out.
That's what neighbors do."

But a dark shadow looms over this
bright picture, a shadow I fear will
grow larger as time goes on. Agricul-
tural and economic experts are trying
to estimate the impact this devastation
willhave on a weak economy. (Sum-

disasters requiring anenuon, Sooner or
later another international crisis win
arise to which we wiIl have thepolitical
and moral obligation to respond. Our
allies will expect it of us, and we will
expect it of ourselves.

Only we won't be able to because
the national debt is like some evil
growth, sapping our energy, win and
the best part of our character.

The common warning about the
deficit is that we are spending our
children's and our grandchildren' in-
heritance, True enough. But we are
also in danger of spending our collec-
tive ability to be the kind ofpeop1e and
the kind of nation we wish to be. That's
what the debt i beginning to co t us,
and that is the price we should all be
unwilling to pay.

~~~

Michael Goldstein,
Editor-ill-Chief
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RZR Gear Honing Machine
Capacity:
Workpiece OD 944" (240 mm)
Clamping Length 19.68" (500 mm)
Longitudinal Travel 10.82" (275 mm)

Nobody but Reishauer. Obtain a high precision
finish on the hardened tooth flanks of gears and
pinions. RZRSeriesHoning machines utilize the
oscillation (or plunge) process to achieve increased
productivity without sacrificing superior finishes.
Profiling of the hone ring is done with a diamond
master gear matched to the workpiece specifica-
tions. Crowning along the lead is CNC controlled
for consistent and repeatable accuracy.

So, before you're caught in a compromising
position, hone in on tne experts.

THE
PRECISION

PEOPLE
REISHAUER

1525 Holmes Road • Elgin, IL 60123
Phone: (708) 888-3828 • FAX (708) 888-0343



•"Come see us at
Booth #231," Eliminate Down Time

Nonnac's CNC Threaded Wheel Trueing System gives
you the ability to manufacture your own wheel dressing
disks. User friendly software calculates the required fonn
which the Trueing System uses to profile a CBN disk
suitable for dressing the threaded wheel.

Call (313) 349-2644 today
for more information or to
arrange a demonstration.

Root, tip and fonn geometry are dressed in one operation
since the entire fonn is profiled on the trueing disk.
Dressing times are drastically reduced and lead times for
dressing tools are all but elirrlinated.

€"ORM@)
The Nonnac CNC Threaded Wheel Trueing System has
cut dressing times by 10 to 1.

P.O. Box 69 / Airport Road Industrial Park / Arden, N.C. 28704 USA / Tel: (704) 684-1002
Telex: 57-7437 NORMAe HEVL / Fax: (704) 684-1384

P.O. Box 207 / 720 E. Baseline Road / Northville, MI 48167 / Tel: (313) 349-2644 / Fax: (313) 349-1440



More gear fOr your
1 money ,andlvarue'
that lasts,
Niagara Gear has an affordable
altematiw for your high quality,
,close.toleranCle'gear requirements.
As gear grindi ng special ists, VIle use
the' latest grinding whe'el technologies
and all electronic Reisha,uer'gear
,grindel'5 to deliver what you need.
On price. On quality: On time.
Our ground spur and helical geal'5are:
.' Lighter, ~tronger, faster and quieter
.' The ansVller to your industry's

toughest t.olerance and finish
standards

.' Manufaduredl to' MIL·I-45208 and
inspected to Calibration Standard
MIL·STD-45662A

• Available to 14 inch diameter and
to AGMA Class 1S' with crowning

More than 80.% of our customers are
Fortune 50.0. companies. Let us quote
on your ne,)(tgear requirement ,and
find out why.

FAX: (71,6) ,8,7~9003
9411MlliurylRoad. Buffal'o" NY 14217

TEL: (7116)874-3131
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Tlme Is, Running Dlut!
Reserve' your space in

Gear Technology's
Novemb,er/December

Buvers Guide now!1
Can P,a!tricihll F:lam ,at

800-4511-:81'66,
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• Made in the U.S.A.

INCORPORA 11ED

"Come see us at
Booth 1231:" EliminateDown Time

Nonnac's CNC Threaded Whee] Trueing System gives
you the ability to manufacture your own wheel dressing
disks. User friendly software calculates the required form
which the Trueing System uses to profile a CBN disk
suitable for dressing the threaded wheel.

Call (313) 349~2644 today
for more information or to
a " a demonstration.rrange . _ _ .. .

Root, tip and form geometry are dressed in 'Oneoperation
since the entire form is profiled on the trueing disk,
Dressing times are drastically reduced and lead times for
dressing tools are all but eliminated.

The Nonnac CNC Threaded Wheel Trueing System has
cut dressing times by 10 to L

P.O. Box 69 I Airport Road Indusuial Park I Arden, N.Co2.8704 USA J Tel: (704) 684-1002
Telex: 57-7437 NORMAe HEVL I Fax: (704) 684-1384

P.O. Box 207 I 720 E. Baseline Road I Northville, MI 48167 I Tel: (313) 349-2644 / Fax: (313) 349-1440
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TO

RZRGear Honing Machine
Capaaty:
Workpiece0,0, 9,<\4"(240mm)
Clampng length 19,68" (500mm)
LongitudinalTravel 10.82" (275mm)

~~body but Reishauer, Obtain a high precision
finish on the har~enedtooth flan~s of ge~rsand
puuons. RZRSerresHoning machines utilize the
oscillation (or plunge) process to achieve increased
proq~.ctivitv without s~crificing sup~rior fi~ishes.
Profiling of the hone nng IS done with a diamond
master gear matched to the workpiece specfica-
tions. Crowning along the lead is CNC controlled
for consistent and repeatable accuracy.

So, .b.efore you're caught in a compromising
position, hone In on tile experts.

.. 1525 Holmes iRoad • Elgin, IL 60123
Phone: (708)888-3828. FAX: (708)888-0343
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No otheroompany makes more neaf hobbers,
:shapersand sh.8vers than Mitsubishi. So tt's no
wonder no other gear hobber is,as,compact and
as accurate as the: new GC40CNCgear bobber.

Here are just four reasons, why:
• Using finite anoEysis and Idnematiics of

machine eomnonents. MUsubishl design
engineers developed a structure that is,
extremely rigid.

• Inside" it's 8 bio machine with an optimiz'ed
hob head assembly design t.hat minimIzes
overhano and. d:eUection-and maximizes
cutting capability.

• .Anew .MUsubish.i servo system delivers high
accuracy sym:hJ'onizanon between hob and
table, using leed forwaJ'd technology:

• Cuttino capacities have: been lncreased by
boosting x~and Y~axisf1eedrates to 10 mlmin
and hob speed to 1,1000rpm .

To find out other or,eat reasons, why this new
CNCoear bobber-with fully ,conversational
CNC controls-is the most productive machine
in its class, (or for more information on the
fuJI) lme of Mitsubisni gear makina machi'nesJ,
caU write or drele the number below.

•
-

, .

-

Thi··· • MITSIUBIBIHIII
. I S IS ....... iMACHINE TOOILS

MHII Machine Tool U.S.A •• Inc.
907 W IrVing Park Road-Itasca, IL 60143:2023
Phone (708) 860·4222·· FAX" (70B) 860-4233
CIR.CLE A-SOon REAiDE'R REP,LV CARD!.!Comesee us at .AIGMA Gear IExpo•.
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THE
IND--CTION
EDGE
TOCCO PROFILE HARDENING (TP,H) eliminates fhree of
a gear user's worst problems:

• tooth breakage
• pitting
• spalling

Gears processed by the TPH process exhibit in-
creased hardness and strength at the pitch line with an
optimum strength gradient at the root fillet. These metaJlur-
gical properties are achieved without excessive tip
temperature and without tooth form brittleness.

!Don't confuse the TOCCO TPH process with con-
ventional dual frequency induction heating, The TPH'
process merges three distinct induction heating tech-
niques: sequentially-programmed, audio low frequency
preheating, incremental induction hardening and
high 'intensity rE!,diofrequency final hardening. The
result is good austenitic/martensitic transformation
and benefioial residual compressive stress at the root
with elevated hardness and strength/depth at the
pitch line.

The TPH process aocommodates a broad range
of metals, including medium carbon steel, cast iron
and powder metals. You're not looked into expensive
alloy steels. The process is economical for batches of
one or 1,000, and is used today ,by top automobile
and gear manufacturers.

Gear Profile Hardening is
another example of the -
"edge" TOCCO gives
you in induction heating.
Our metallurgists will send
you a fresh report on TPH
technology, All you need
do is ask.

30100 Stephenson Hwy.
Madison Heights. Mt 48071
TEL; (313) 399-8601
FAX; (313) 399-8603
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